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Cornerstone 2004 
Volume 65 
Northwestern College 
Orange City, Iowa 
There is a time for everything, and a season for 
every activity under heaven: 
a time to be born and a time to die, 
a time to plant and a time to uproot, 
a time to kill and a time to heal, 
a time to tear down and a time to build, 
a time to weep and a time to laugh, 
a time to mourn and a time to dance, 
a time to scatter stones and a time to gather them, 
a time to embrace and a time to refrain, 
a time to search and a time to give up, 
a time to keep and a time to throw away, 
a time to tear and a time to mend, 
a time to be silent and a time to speak, 
a time for love and a time to hate, 
a time for war and a time for peace . . . 
He has made everything beautiful in its time. 
-Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, 11 
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Left: Seventeen is the big number in 
this room ... Does this count as wing-
bonding activity? 
HOW MANY CAN You 
FIT INTO ONE BED?!?!?!?! 
Right: Nineteen girls in one bed ... Oh the fun! 
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Top: Only eight? Well, at least that's a little more comfortable. 
Bottom: Sixteen ... not bad .. SI 
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One of the most exciting 
features of the new art center 
is the Te Paske Art Gallery. 
Student artwork, along with 
special displays from artists 
around the country, keep the 
gallery filled year-round. 
18 New Arts Center 
Northwestern 
welcomed the 
opening of the 
Korver Visual Arts 
Center this year. No 
more long treks to 
the old art building. 
No more outdatd 
equipment. Art 
students and faculty 
alike were excited 
to make use of the 
new facility. 
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The DeWitt Theat~e 
A~ts Ce~te~ 
The long-awaited new theatre building couldn't have 
been more pleasing to the Northwestern 
community. The $8.3 million building project kept 
theatre students and faculty on the edges of their 
seats-much like the performances which now keep 
the theatre building in use. The first production in 
the DeWitt Theatre was the Senior Theatre's 
Ensemble in mid-February. The official dedication of 
the building was on April 20. 
New Theatre 19 
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Class of 
A time to embrace .. .-
Not much can compare to that freshmen year at college w 
all its newness and adventure. Four years of high school h 
passed and four (or maybe more!) years of a completely n 
kind of school are on the horizon. Classes and friends 
activities hit full blast as college becomes a second horn 
Lacey Agre 
Bethany Allen 
Emmanuel Appiah 
Ethan Archer 
Diane Aronson 
Ashlie A11hur 
Ashleigh Asseff 
Laura Bahrke 
Brady Baker 
Ashley Barboza 
Randi Barge 
Alyssa Barr 
Joshua Bearss 
Trent Becker 
Steven Beckman 
Sarah Bergh 
Michael Bleeker 
Nathan Blunck 
Starr Boes 
Dustin Bonnema 
- 2007 
Abbie Boote 
Brett Boote 
Rohana Borntreger 
Nathan Bosman 
Shaelyn Bouma 
Kaitlyn Bowie 
Jill Bowman 
Breeann Brandhagen 
David Bray 
Sara Brinks 
Amanda Brown 
Brett Brown 
Tracy Brown 
Alicia Burk 
Jacklyn Capler 
Catherine Carlson 
Melissa Carnahan 
Amber Caughran 
Lucas Chadwell 
Jennifer Chambers 
Freshmen 23 
24 Freshmen 
Kathi Chapin 
Amanda Christy 
Cale Coe 
Andrea Collier 
Katie Congemi 
Tyler Cook 
Holly Cotton 
Benjamin Crabtree 
Elizabeth Crabtree 
Robbie Cundy 
Ashley Dallman 
Joseph Davis 
Nicole Davis 
Bruce De Haan 
Jessica De Haan 
Matthew De Jong 
Bobby De Kam 
Lisa DeWaay 
Daryn Dockter 
Elizabeth Doerksen 
Vaughn Donahue 
Danielle Dornbierer 
Karen Doster 
Leah Doster 
Ryan Doughan 
Heidi Drewelow 
Alicia Driscoll 
Derrica Dunn 
Erika Dunn 
Danielle Dupre 
David Dykstra 
Jill Dykstra 
Aaryn Eckert 
Jason Eisenga 
Supraja Elaiyavalli 
... Freshmen ... 
Peter Eko-Acquah 
Paul Elgersma 
Elsie Ellendorf 
Billi Ellingson 
Beau Ellis 
Erin Elsberry 
Kristin Erickson 
Austin Ernesti 
Chris Ernster 
Paul Ewen 
Aaron Ewoldt 
Amber Faber 
Sharon Fara 
Justin Fisher 
Ryan Fisher 
Mark Fleagle 
Anthony Flood 
Jodi Folkerts 
Kellijo Foltz 
Rachel Foulks 
Jeanette Fox 
Jennifer Freeman 
Christopher Frerichs 
Nicho.las Fynaardt 
Christine Geertsema 
Ruth George 
Sarah Gerken 
Myisha Gibbs 
Amanda Gilliam 
Michael Goll 
Jesse Gonzales 
Courtney Goodwin 
Andrew Greene 
Candace Gross 
Stephanie Hague 
Freshmen 25 
26 Freshmen 
Seth Halford 
Kevin Hall 
Morgan Handel 
Ashley Hansen 
Megan Harding 
Taycey Harper 
Lynn Harrison 
Megan Hartsock 
Aaron Haverdink 
Erin Hawkins 
Jenae Heise 
Jason Helmus 
Ryan Henryson 
Jessica Hibma 
Mary Hiemstra 
Jaime Hoegh 
Emily Hockema 
Kendall Huisman 
Daniel Hup 
Susan Husmann 
Kristin lvarson 
Emily Jacobson 
Rebecca James 
Melinda Jansen 
John Jepsen 
Rebecca Johnson 
Sara Kaiser 
Brian Kapka 
Benjamin Kappers 
Katie Kennedy 
Ruthanna King 
Jenna Kleinwolterink 
Jacob Koerselman 
Peter Kolb 
Theodore Korver 
Freshmen 
Nicole Kraayenbrink 
Katrina Kramer 
Hannah Kroese 
Eric Kruger 
Zackary Kruger 
Dawn Kuhnes 
Jennifer Kuhnes 
Candace Kuiken 
Benjamin Kurtzleben 
Jacqueline Kuyper 
Daniel Laaveg 
Titus Landegent 
Mark Larson 
David Lavery 
Michan Long 
Alicia Lovin 
Kari Luenberger 
Thomas Lyttle 
Joshua Mans 
Kelsey Mastbergen 
Shawn McGhee 
Megan McHugh 
Robyn McKercher 
Melissa McNeil 
Mary Medford 
Richard Meekhof 
Angela Meendering 
Daniel Meier 
Emily Meinecke 
Julia Meyer 
Dusty Meyn 
Christina Mick 
Clifford Miller 
Kelvin Mmbono 
Cassie Montgomery 
Freshmen 27 
Lisa Muilenberg 
Abigail Nedrud 
Dana Neevel 
Bryce Nelson 
Josiah Nelson 
Megan Nielsen 
Adam Nikkel 
Kristine Norris 
Mark Nystrom 
Tarin Obbink 
Amy Oelschlager 
Josiah Olson 
Leonard Olu-Williams 
Andrew Ortmeier 
Stacy Parker 
28 Freshmen 
Tyler Parson 
Ashley Passick 
Erin Patterson 
Ryan Pendell 
Shelly Phillips 
Amber Poppen 
Nicole Pullaro 
Heather Redig 
Nikesh Regmi 
Blake Reinke 
Christopher Rensink 
Rachel Resseguie 
Elizabeth Reynen 
Aaron Riddle 
Andrew Rodriquez 
Kelli Rolfes 
Christopher Rollman 
Allison Roorda 
Roman Rozell 
Ashley Ryker 
... Freshmen ... 
Jihyun Ryou 
Katie Sandbulte 
Lauren Santefort 
Kevin Sas 
Jeffrey Schaap 
Jessica Schelhaas 
Jody Schmidt 
Erin Scholtens 
Katie Schultz 
Amanda Scott 
Chelsey Scott 
Crystal Sechler 
Carla Shelton 
Katie Shuck 
Jonathan Slater 
Melissa Smith 
Hannah Smithson 
Melinda Smits 
Taran Sneller 
Timothy Sprigg 
Jessica Stienstra 
Danielle Stokes 
Stephanie Stromgren 
Kody Tesch 
Richard Thacker 
Erin Theilen 
Sarah Thompson 
Timothy Thompson 
Rachel Timmer 
Amanda Todd 
Karl Towns 
Amy Tynan 
Nicole Ubben 
Joshua Van Aartsen 
Priscilla Van Der Weele 
Freshmen 29 
Leah Van Eaton 
Michael Van Engen 
Paul Van Gorp 
Matthew Van Heuvelen 
Jenna Van Hofwegen 
Megan Van Peursem 
Joshue Van Roekel 
Clari Van Veldhuizen 
James Van Wyk 
Amy Vander Holt 
Kristin Vander Pol 
Jody Vander Waal 
Jon a than Wander Wall 
Danielle Vander Woude 
Sara Vee 
30 Freshmen 
Michael Vermeer 
Brooke Wagner 
Kent Wallinga 
Douglas Walters 
Joel Watters 
Amy Watts 
Matthew Wenninger 
Lyndsay Williams 
Melia Winter 
Susan Winters 
James Wood 
Crystal Woodford 
Amanda Woodruff 
Brady Woudstra 
Rachel Yackey 
Franklin Yartey 
Alissa Ylonen 
Jamie Zehner 
Kimberly Zwiers 
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I Not Pictured: 
Bryce Becker 
Telcia Becker 
Jacob Dawson 
Rodney De Jager 
Joshue De Kok 
Emily Fischer 
Chad Grandon 
Elizabeth Grim 
Benjamin Jackson 
Jonathan Jansen 
Austin Janssen 
Andrew Kock 
Philip Kooistra 
Caleb Koopmans 
Tyler Krause 
Dawn Kruse 
Daniel Lichter 
Kristin Linder 
Ryan Lumley 
Kristen Maakestad 
Jessi Matson 
Justin McAllister 
Iver Mettler 
Nathan Miller 
Carmen Moss 
Christy Moss 
Ryan Peschel 
Kathryn Schnoes 
Rebecca Schutte 
Keith Sietstra 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Hannah Smithson • 
Tyler Sparks • 
• 
Thomas Speer • 
• Corey Stromley • 
Zachary Stuckey • 
• Michael TenClay • 
Tara Tigges • 
• 
Kristopher Van Dyke • 
• Jodi Van Ginkel • 
Jordan Van Otterloo • 
• 
• 
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Sehior flashbacks to 
that unforgettable 
freshmen year ... 
"One of my favorite memories from my freshmen year 
the time a bunch of us adventurous lN North girls 
jilmped off the balcony over the North Hall (ahem, 
genga) entryway onto the couches below. Oh, the dan-
-Laura Redig, Senior 
-Jnmy ICLA class, I was the only male student in a crowd 
of females. In the class, we were supposed to journal and 
share our writing and our thoughts on several books. Ini-
tially the whole experience was uncomfortable, like sit-
ling on marbles while being quizzed about my deepest 
:i:elings, and I did a lot of emoting. But as the class came 
to a close, I found that I was desperately going to miss 
the intellectual experience, and many of those classmates 
ltave remained as cherished, respected friends to this day. 
ometimes the best experiences come after a healthy 
portion of discomfort." 
-Nick Driscoll, Senior 
A favorite memory from my freshmen year? Let's see, 
!here were the bathroom dance parties, the candy cane 
bandit pranks, ice skating, the dances, innumerable trips 
to Wal-mart, the all-around wing craziness ... I'm sup-
posed to choose just one?" 
Melissa Tagg, Senior 
"One night when I was a freshmen, my roommate Ashley 
Ruppert and I went back to our dorm room, only to find 
that there was no possible way we could get in because 
our desks , beds, dressers, everything was piled in front 
of our door. Finally, we pushed the door open a tiny crack 
and climbed in over our furniture. Our room was a 
wreck- everything was everywhere. We laughed ' til we 
cried. That's when I realized that pranking is just a way 
of showing love. So Ashley and I made sure we shared a 
little love in return! (Okay, so some people call it re-
venge ... )" 
-Magdalene Biesanz, Senior 
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A time to plant ... 
We all know sophomores have it good! The uncertainty 
that freshman year has worn off and a comfortable settled 
feeling takes root. Friendships from the past year 
cemented and new freshmen welcomed-as the sophomo 
themselves can't help but be glad that they've come thisfi 
Aaron Aberson 
Erin Ackland 
Ashley Adams 
Amy Anderson 
Amber Arens 
LeeAnne Arndt 
Heather Arnold 
Sneha Babu 
Laura Baird 
Tara Bajema 
Andrew Bardole 
Laura Barker 
Joseph Bartels 
Lindsey Belden 
Sara Bensema 
... A time to buil 
Chad Benson 
Jennifer Bergsma 
Daniel Berntson 
t~~~t.7'1~~:; ~~..,..'ll;."""''n.ngela Beuzekom 
David Bleeker 
32 Sophomores 
2006 
Left: Sophomores 
Ryan Mu sil and 
Ryan Blom 
Nicholas Boersma 
Anita Boone 
Heather Bottin 
Daniel Breen 
Miranda Brendel 
Seth Brenneman 
Stephanie Brindle 
Scott Brouwer 
Mary Brower 
Michael Brunner 
Charleen Bruns 
Heidi Burdine 
Lisa Burnette 
Melissa Butler 
Brittany Caffey 
Adam Carr 
Kali Carroll 
Michael Christians 
Kmt Cline 
Sophomores 33 
Amy Commers 
Rachelle Cook 
MaryAnn Copley 
Ashley Cornelius 
Zachary Couture 
Molly Cronk 
Electa Cunningham 
Amanda Dalton 
Holly Darr 
Ashley De Bower 
Rosalyn De Haan 
Derrick De Jong 
Jenny De Vries 
Ryan De Vries 
Tiffany De Vries 
Jeffrey De Vore 
Daniel De Witt 
Charity Demarest 
Joy Den Hartog 
Denae Denning 
Lisa DeVette 
Heidi Dryfhout 
Ashley Ducommun 
David Durey 
Hephzibah Dutt 
34 Sophomores 
Eric Dykstra 
John Dykstra 
Cole Edwards 
Mary Edwards 
Sarah Ehly 
James Ellis 
Asha Epp 
John Erickson 
Anna Falk 
Andrew Faul 
. Sophomores ... 
Ross Feikema 
Sarah Feyeisen 
Jessica Fiene 
Abigail Finley 
Abby Freese 
Asa Fry 
Jacob Galloway 
Amy Gartland 
Amanda Gordon 
Megan Gort 
Sarah Greenwood 
Megan Grooters 
Brian Gunn 
Andrew Gunter 
Kelly Haack 
Jerily Hadenfeldt 
Katherine Hanson 
Sarah Harpster 
Derrick Haskins 
Chad Hatting 
Jenny Haub 
Abigail Haverhals 
Jessica Healey 
Dustin Hector 
Becky Hegland 
Dustin Heino 
Emily Hennager 
Annebeth Hibma 
Katrina Hilberg 
Megan Hodgin 
Moses Hodgson 
Heather Hoekstra 
Tony Hoftiezer 
Jennifer Hoitink 
Michael Holm 
Sophomores 35 
Ryan Holt 
Brandi Hommer 
Sarah Hoops 
Sheila Hopp 
Jana Hup 
Alexandra Irwin 
Dietrich Jache 
Tajuan Jackson 
Emily Jahn 
Kyle Jansma 
Ashley Janssen 
Bryan Johnson 
Jessica Johnson 
Keenan Johnson 
Matthew Johnson 
Diane Jones 
Jaimi Joneson 
Dorcas Kamau 
Maggie Keelan 
Katy Keese 
Bruce Keizer 
Andrew Keller 
Kristen Kern 
Sara Kernes 
Cristina Kiel 
Elizabeth Kingsley 
Amanda Kirkpatrick 
Rachel Knickerbocker 
Alexander Kolb 
Jordan Kooi 
36 Sophomores 
Justin Kuipers 
Brian La Bonte 
Abby Landon 
Teresa Larson 
Megan Leinart 
. Sophomores . 
Amy Lightfoot 
Jodi Logterman 
Grant Lunning 
Marissa Maassen 
Amanda Majerus 
Andrea Martinez 
Mary Mc Leish 
Melissa Mc Leish 
Matthew Mc Neece 
Leevy Mears 
Ash ley Meekma 
Joshua Menning 
Paul Menschner 
Holly Messenger 
Steven Meyer 
Tami Meyer 
Tyann Meyer 
Amber Miller 
Carly Miller 
Kimberly Miller 
Molly Miller 
Cassandra Mings 
Joy Mittleider 
Jacob Moh_r 
Richard Moore 
Michael Muider 
Shane Musgrave 
Ryan Musil 
Rachel Ness 
Austin Nyhoff 
Christina Obbink 
Kirti Obed 
Becki Olseen 
Kristen Olson-Jones 
Kyle Osborne 
Sophomores 37 
Amy Otten 
Jill Palmer 
Kimberly Pals 
Melody Paynter 
Monica Pearson 
Anna Persuitti 
Lindsey Petersen 
Shon Petrey 
Thomas Pier 
Stephen Pike 
Brian Piper 
Benjamin Pitzen 
Chelsea Preston 
Julia Price 
Aaron Punt 
Terika Raak 
Ashley Ratliff 
Susan Remington 
Jill Reuvers 
Kristina Rice 
Amber Riddle 
Tony Rodriguez 
Tessa Rosier 
Aundrea Rott 
Jesse Scherer 
Shelby Schmidt 
Joel Scholten 
Dustin Schroeder 
Jonathan Schuiteman 
Amber Schut 
Jenna Schweitzer 
Cayla Schwendemann 
Heather Sidey 
Ryan Simmelink 
Tyler Simmelink 
38 Sophomores 
· · · Sophomores .. 
Lindsey Sleep 
Katie Smith 
Natalie Smith 
Maria Smits 
Micky Sneider 
Katherine Sopher 
Emily Spany 
LeAnn Spronk 
Travis Squires 
Trisha Squires 
John Suter 
Megan Swartz 
Daniel Swier 
Daniel Taylor 
Heidi Te Brink 
Allyson Tenold 
Aaron Thomas 
Chelsea Thornton 
Andrew Tinklenberg 
Jonathan Tjeerdsma 
Molly Tonne 
Stacie Towne 
James Trapp 
Micah Trapp 
Scott Treft 
Kevin Ulmer 
Ruthann Umthun 
Amanda Van Beek 
Dana Van Beek 
Kara Van De Berg 
Maria Van Der Maaten 
Kraig Van Dyke 
Tricia Van Dyke 
Brennan Van Loo 
Blayne Van Mare! 
Sophomores 39 
Maria Van Middendorp 
Kayla Van Noort 
Laurie Van Pc ·rsem 
Renee Van Regenmorter 
Angela Van Veen 
Kimberly Vanden Brink 
Hannah Vander Helm 
Tonya Vander Molen 
Carrie Vander Stoep 
Molly Visser 
Joshua Voelker 
Morgan Walker 
Laura Wallace 
Sarah Wallace 
Sarah Way 
Casey Weerheim 
Kristy Wegman 
Kristin Westenberg 
Erick Whigham 
Shannon White 
Courtney Wichtendahl 
Brett Wieking 
Anna Wilkinson 
Grant Willits 
Susan Wittler 
Clint Wolthuizen 
Rebecca Woltman 
Jennifer Woodford 
Elizabeth Zurn 
Tanya Zwald 
40 Sophomores 
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: Not Pictured: 
Heidi Allbee Bruce Keizer 
Jordan Baker Christopher Klecic 
John Corbin Cory Kuyper 
Jeffrey De Haan Daniel Ling 
Sheila De Kam Carlos Martinez 
Justin Dowdy Adam Mickelson 
Andrew Fontanini Megan Northway 
Amber Green Brent Paulsen 
Adam Halford Paul Poppen 
Joseph Hartfiel 
Shahyan Qureshi 
Neil Ranschau 
Isaac Schmidt 
Tara Schnoes 
Navin Shrestha 
Jesse Sporrer 
Dawn Studebaker 
Timothy Thompson 
Brenton Town 
Laua Valland 
Kurtis Van Kley 
Royce Van Roekel 
Stacy Vander Velde 
Travis Wallin 
Stacey Wilcox 
Steven Wiltjer 
Corey Winterfeld 
Aaron Zierman 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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Top Left: The first big snow of the 
winter afforded these Heemstra 
boys some snowball-making fun . 
Top Right: No, making that bed 
isn't really all that fun, is it? 
Teresa Larson doesn't seem to 
think so anyway. 
Bottom Left: Zachary Couture 
hits the books. 
Sophomores 41 
42 Juniors 
CLASS 01 
A TIME TO KEEP _ 
- -
Two years down, and things keep getting better. Many junia 
spend their years as RAs, studying abroad, leading minis~ 
teams and serving around campus in various ways. With gr~ 
memories from the past years and plenty more to m 
students agree that our junior year is definitely a time 
stand out and make the most of every opportunity. 
Andrea Ackerman 
Michelle Adams 
Jesse Aguilera 
Melanie Algood 
Kelli Anderson 
Kristina Anderson 
Matthew Austin 
Jessica Babcock 
Kyle Bahrke 
Gavin Baker 
Erin Beard 
Jennifer Bechtel 
Amy Bergh 
Jennifer Biddle 
Carli Blom 
Megan Blunck 
Kristin Boender 
Kimberly Boersma 
Adam Boone 
Lorraine Bowles 
A TIME TO SPEA 
• 
If 2005 Below: Sophomore Joel Scholten adve1tizes at a basketball game for the weekly plex cookie night, hosted by the plex RA , junior 
Rachel Menke 
Nicholas Boyes 
Philip Brinks 
Lindsey Brouwer 
Crystal Brown 
Benjamin Brownson 
Jacquelyn Carlson 
Marie Christianson 
Craig Coder 
Megan Coe 
Jessi Culbertson 
Amanda Davis 
Peter De Jong 
Victoria De Jong 
Amanda De Boer 
Sophia De Boer 
Melanie De Kruif 
Cindy De La Rosa 
Justin DetTy 
Robyn Doorenbal 
Jordan Dornbierer 
Juniors 43 
44 Juniors 
Jessica Dornink 
Regina Downing 
Andrea Doyle 
Crystal Drury 
Nicholas Eade 
Julie Eben 
Eli Ellis 
Ariel Emery 
Jennifer Erickson 
Luke Espelund 
Lois Estell 
Katy Ewing 
Rebecca Fanning 
Lisa Farmer 
Rochel Fikse 
Bethany Fischer 
Kelly Fischer 
Rebecca Fonkert 
Leah Franzkowiak 
Lindsey Fredriks 
Stacy Friedrichsen 
Susan Fullerton 
Melinda Fynaardt 
Sheena Getty 
Matthew Gibson 
Toni Gilliam 
Julie Goettsch 
Lora Goll 
Amy Goodrich 
Ginger Gunn 
Clark Haken 
Brent Hansen 
Crystal Hanson 
Katie Hartzell 
Paul Heitritter 
___ JUNIORS __ _ 
Monica Henthorn 
Ryan Hesse 
Kyle Hiemstra 
Kristina Hilbrands 
Sarah Hill 
Matthew Hoekstra 
Chad Hofmeyer 
Jonathan Hoksbergen 
Lindsey Holechek 
Kri stin Hosbond 
Cory Hughes 
Sarah Huibregtse 
Thomas Huygens 
Yasuyo Ikeda 
Katie Irvin 
Kelly Iverson 
Gina Jager 
Clarissa Janssen 
Dana Jensen 
Ryan Jett 
Brian Johnson 
Kri stina Johnson 
Ashley Jones 
Dustyn Jones 
Cristin Kadner 
Corissa Kaemingk 
Victoria Karssen 
Kayli King 
Bailey Klyn 
Theresa Kooiman 
Justin Kors 
Lucas Koster 
Heather Koth 
Marta Kotzian 
Rachel Kramer 
Juniors 45 
46 Juniors 
Lindsay Kropf 
Carissa Kuiken 
Mary Kummerfeld 
Heather Lambert 
Benjamin Landegent 
Jeremy Ledeboer 
Jacqueline Leslie 
Isaiah Lockard 
Renee Martin 
Ashley Mastbergen 
Jennifer McAllister 
Erika McBride 
Jessica Meissner 
Rachel Menke 
Gregg Metz 
Adam Mickelson 
Bradley Mickelson 
Brandon Miller 
Lisa Miller 
Peter Miller 
Corinne Mings 
Julie Mitchell 
Monica Mitzel 
Daniel Moore 
Jessica Moul 
Brent Mulder 
Sarah Mullin 
Angela Nearpass 
Katie Nelson 
Michael Nelson 
Jaclyn Newendorp 
Jolynne Nilson 
Andrea Noordewier 
Amelia Odens 
April Olivares 
___ JUNIORS ... 
Jamie Ongna 
Bethany Peat 
Zachary Pollock 
Jeff Postma 
Rachel Prochaska 
Regina Prokop 
Jenny Przymus 
Neil Ranschau 
Cassiah Rasmussen 
Lori Rasmussen 
Amy Reece 
Chelsie Reed 
Angela Rice 
Timothy Rico 
Megan Ridgway 
Emmanuelle Roberts 
Alaina Rolffs 
Anthony Roller 
Erica Romkema 
Andrew Rorabaugh 
Dustin Rusche 
Ahnada Rutenbeck 
Alison Sadler 
Drew Schmidt 
Matthew Schuring 
Tracy Scott 
Leah Seehusen 
Wendy Seekamp 
Emilee Severson 
Emily Shelton 
Rebekah Shelton 
Allison Simmons 
Kendall Stanislav 
Rachel Starr 
Mari lyn Stoneman 
Juniors 47 
48 Juniors 
Carrie Stromley 
Lisa Taylor 
Liza Tegeler 
David Ten Clay 
Maria Ten Clay 
Timothy Ter Horst 
Robyn Thomson 
Heidi Tonne 
Tosha Top 
Angela Trudeau 
Stacy Tynan 
Laura Yalland 
Jenni Van Der Maaten 
Joshua Van Rooyen 
Laura Vander Broek 
Kristy Yander Hamm 
Elijah Vander Weerdt 
Rachae Vant Hui 
Britney Vertanen 
Shanna Vetter 
Daniel Viernes 
Trisha Viss 
Sarah Visscher 
Joshua Vogel 
Nicole Vos 
Maria Vos 
Susan Wallinga 
Julie WmTen 
Diane Weckle 
Rebecca Weeldreyer 
Jerica Westra 
Wendy White 
Aaron Willems 
Nathan Willems 
Kara Wismer 
___ JUNIORS ... 
Brooker Wissler 
James Wolf 
Jolyn Womeldorf 
Rachelle Womeldorf 
Amanda Ytzen 
Alison Zeman 
Elizabeth Zinkula 
Joshue Zylstra 
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• Not Pictured: • • 
• 
• Brandi Pheifer • 
Jamie Dykstra Daniel Johnston Megan Quayle • 
• David Elder Matthew Klomp Anthony Schnyders • 
gan Anderson Jennifer Gantz Nicole Koenecke Joseph Schueller • 
• 
Matthew Baird Tiffany Giles Jeremy Koerselman Kara Sult • 
drew Bardole Laura Gould Stacy Kokes Austin Sunderman • • 
Jarod Bock Sara Harmon Russell Kooyenga Sharon Van Herk • 
• Amber Booth Matthew Henthorn Anthony Madsen Kelly Van Klombenburg• 
any Campbell David Jacobs Jeremy McAllister Maria Van Middendorp: 
Tyler De Haan Chris Jacobsen Jillian McCall Doug Van Zanten • 
Chad De Jager Amy Jiskoot Nobutsugu Miyama Justin Veenendaal • • 
amara De Waard Annalise Johnson Elizabeth Peterson Jeremy Youngers • 
• 
• 
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50 Semors 
CLASS OF 200 
Tristan Agre 
Accounting 
Richard Albrecht 
Christian Ed. 
Carleen All sup 
Elementary Ed. 
Christy Alqui st 
English Teaching 
Harold Alsum 
Humanities 
Rebekah Anderson 
Sociology 
Deanna Anema 
Elementary Ed. 
RyanAnema 
Accounting 
Deseree Angy al 
Christian Ed. 
Kennan Archer 
Biology Health Prof 
Barbara Argo 
Elementary Ed. 
Brent Arnold 
Business Adm.!Finance 
Travis Ashman 
Business Adm. 
Jessica Baade 
Exercise Science 
Thomas Bahrenfuss 
Accounting 
Jared Bearss 
Philosophy 
SENIORS __ _ 
·o ... 
Jon Behrends 
Religion 
Jesse Bergman 
Business Adm. 
Katharine Bergman 
Elementary Ed. 
Magdalene Biesanz 
English 
Gretchen Black 
Biology 
Nichole Blaede 
Elementary Ed. 
Janell Bly 
Business Adm. 
Peter Boerema 
Biology Health Prof 
Laura Boote 
Elementary Ed. 
Willis Booth 
Physical Ed. 
Jessica Borden 
Social Work 
Kimberly Bradshaw 
Biology Heath Prof 
Elizabeth Brenneman 
Accounting 
Aaron Brinks 
Humanities 
Courtney Brinks 
Actuarial Science 
Kristin Brouwer 
Elementary Ed. 
Ashley Brunell 
Accounting 
Heather Bullis 
Humanities 
Christine Carroll 
Humanities 
Tanya Chapin 
Theatre and Speech 
Paul Clemens 
Mathematics 
Andrew Cleveland 
Writing and Rhetoric 
Eric Copeland 
History 
Melanie Coulter 
Psychology 
Note: Although a number of seniors graduated with double 
majors, space permits the listing of only one major per student. 
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Blair Dake 
Humanities 
Derek Dalton 
Accounting 
Kayla Davidson 
Psychology 
Solomon Davis 
Theatre and Speech 
Wade De Vries 
Communication Studies 
Melissa DeFeyter 
Business Adm. 
Joseph Den Herder 
Accounting 
Justin Denning 
Business Adm. 
Will iam Detlor 
Physical Ed. 
Katherine Didier 
Computer Science 
Yoriko Dohi 
Sociology 
Heidi Donner 
Accounting 
Sarah Doorenbos 
Computer Science 
Grant Dorhout 
Business Adm.!Finance 
Samuel Dose 
Religion 
Adam Doughan 
History 
Kelley Downer 
Biology Env. Science 
Nicholas Driscoll 
English 
Hannah Dutt 
Humanities 
Rebecca Earll 
Elementary Ed. 
Kelly Engelkes 
Psychology 
Scott Ewen 
History 
Paula Ewoldt 
Elementary Ed. 
Kaley Fahl 
Elementary Ed. 
... SENIORS ... 
Lacey Fahl 
Sociology 
Nicole Fiekema 
Music 
Nicole Fisher 
Physical Ed. 
Aaron Flaugh 
Business Adm. 
Kristin Flaugh 
Elementary Ed. 
Gabriel Franken 
Humanities 
Trenton Fredricksen 
Political Science 
Anna Friese 
Biology Heath Prof 
Heidi Friesen 
Theatre 
Chrystan Fuller 
Elementary Ed. 
Adrienne Gaster 
Elementary Ed. 
Shannon Gones 
Spanish 
Christina Grace 
Elementary Ed. 
Tyson Graham 
Physical Ed. 
Rebekah Gregory 
Communication Studies 
Sara Groen 
Elementary Ed. 
Kristen Gunderson 
Business Adm. 
Stephanie Gunderson 
Pyschology 
Bridget Haagenstad 
Elementary Ed. 
Amanda Haas 
English Teaching 
Jody Habinck 
Religion 
Carissa Hall 
Sociology 
Sarah Hanson 
Elementary Ed. 
Beth Harding 
Psychology 
Seniors 53 
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___ SENIORS __ _ 
Neleigh Harklau 
Social Work 
Valerie Harms 
Social Work 
Nicholas Harthoorn 
Mathematics Teaching Major 
Jacqueline Haupert 
Social Work 
Samantha Hawks 
Elementary Ed. 
Karlton Hector 
Business Ed. 
Amy Hild1ing 
Elementary Ed. 
Jessica Hoitink 
Elementary Ed. 
Jason Holtgrewe 
History 
Michael Huisman 
Elementary Ed. 
Lisa Hulstein 
Elementary Ed. 
Benjamjn Hummel 
History 
Amy Huyser 
Business Adm.!Marketing 
Caleb Ingersoll 
Biology 
Melissa Ingham 
Spanish 
Meghan Jalving 
History 
Tracy Jeltema 
Elementary Ed. 
April Johnson 
History 
Eric Johnson 
Business Adm./Management 
Jacob Johnson 
Political Science 
Abubakarr Kamara 
English 
Stacy Kanis 
English 
Jessica Kari 
Business Adm./Management 
Laura Keith 
Political Science 
Jadon Klaver 
Accounting 
Travis Klein 
Business Adm./Finance 
Kell y Kleinhesselink 
Sociology 
Shannon Koester 
Elementary Ed. 
Kimberly Kollasch 
Accounting 
Emily Kooistra 
Elementll.I)' Ed. 
Mary-Celeste Korte 
English Teaching 
Nancy Koskamp 
Business Adm./Management 
David Kramer 
History 
Amber Krauth 
Accounting 
Jesse Kroese 
History 
Ryan Kronberg 
Writing and Rhetoric 
Rachel Krull 
Business Adm. 
Beth Kruse 
Religion 
Cody Kuipers 
Sociology 
Talitha Landegent 
Christian Ed. 
Emily Lange 
Music 
Amy Langstraat 
Accounting 
Marcus Leloux 
Business Adm. 
David Lemke 
Business Adm./Finance 
Katherine Lichter 
Business Adm./Office 
Jill Lowman 
History 
Azina Lulla 
Communication Studies 
Emily Marth 
Elemental)' Ed. 
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... SENIORS ... 
Joel Martin 
Elementary Ed. 
Leslie Meyer 
Elementary Ed. 
Lindsey Meyer 
Elementary Ed. 
Abigail Meyn 
Psychology 
Abby Michael 
Business Adm. 
Molly Micheels 
Humanities 
Sarah Micheels 
Humanities 
Mark Milbrodt 
Business Adm. 
Ethan Miller 
Physical Ed. 
Jessica Mueller 
Humanities 
Sandra Muilenburg 
Elementary Ed. 
Rebecca Mulder 
Communication Studies 
Melissa Murley 
Elementary Ed. 
Amber Nebelsick 
Exercise Science 
Kristin Nikkel 
Elementary Ed. 
Lindsey N uehring 
Psychology 
Dustin Nyffeler 
Computer Science 
Cory Nyhuis 
Accounting 
Brooke Oehme 
Christian Ed. 
Cara Parliament 
Elementary Ed. 
Jonathan Paulsen 
Computer Science 
Jamie Pease 
Spanish 
Joshua Perkins 
Sociology 
Erin Peters 
Elementary Ed. 
Jeffrey Petersen 
Business Adm./Management 
Erin Piehl 
Business Adm./Management 
Matthew Ploeger 
Music Ministry 
Andrea Price 
Psychology 
Autumn Pundsac 
Spanish 
Kelly Punt 
Business Adm. 
John Ranney 
Psychology 
Angela Rasmussen 
Accounting 
Laura Redig 
Biology Health Professions 
Charles Reece 
Social Work 
Daniel Remer 
Physical Ed. 
Jane Rensink 
Elementary Ed. 
Travis Risvold 
Humanities 
Lanay Robison 
Elementary Ed. 
Lea Rogers 
Spanish 
Amy Ropte 
Computer Science 
Brandon Rounds 
Political Science 
Ashley Ruppert 
Chemistry 
Christopher Russell 
Business Adm./Management 
Brandon Scheevel 
Business Adm. 
Justin Scherer 
Computer Science 
Kristy Schmidt 
Business Adm./Finance 
Scott Schnyders 
Sociology 
Amy Schroeder 
Social Work 
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... SENIORS __ _ 
Justin Schuiteman 
Business Adm.!Management 
Mary Sears 
Elementary Ed. 
Rebecca Severson 
Psychology 
Molly Smith 
Biology 
Andrea Smits 
Spanish 
Alison Spany 
English 
Jennifer Spiegel 
Sociology 
Larie Sterk 
Business Ed. 
Jennifer Swensen 
Elementary Ed. 
Melissa Tagg 
Writing and Rhetoric 
Jamie TerWee 
Elementary Ed. 
Shannon Tesch 
Elementary Ed. 
Jenn ifer Tjeerdsma 
Exercise Science 
Timothy Truesdell 
Sociology 
Matthew Van Beek 
A CCO!llllillg 
Roxanne Van Beek 
Business Adm. 
Nelson Van Den Hoek 
Biology Health Professions 
Seth Van Der Weide 
Accounting 
Kacey Yan Dyke 
Sociology 
Matthew Van Groningen 
Business Adm.!Management 
Robyn Van Hill 
Business Adm.llnfonnation Systems 
Angela Van Meeteren 
Elementary Ed. 
Jeremy Yan Soelen 
Elementary Ed. 
Eric Vande Bunte 
Elementary Ed. 
Benjamin Ziegeler 
Bus!ness Adm./Management 
Jessica Vande Hoef 
Biology Health Professions 
Joel Vander Wal 
History 
Haley Vandewater 
Social Work 
Sarah Vaske 
Business Adm.!Management 
Jill Vaughn 
Theatre 
Kylee Yeenis 
Communication Studies 
Jason Yore 
Mathematics Teaching 
Rebecca Yoss 
Elementary Ed. 
Christie Walker 
Elementary Ed. 
Ethanie Wallinga 
Psychology 
Nickolas Wellman 
Biology Health Professions 
Jodie Wielenga 
Business Adm.!Management 
Justin Wolfswinkel 
Business Administration 
Beth Wolthuizen 
Elementary Ed. 
Noelle Woolridge 
Writing and Rhetoric 
Jaime Woudstra 
Business Adm. 
Brian Young 
Business Adm./Management 
Lucas Youngsma 
Biology Environmental Science 
Hannah Zasadny 
Biology Health Professions 
Jamie Zeutenhorst 
Business Adm.10.fjice Management 
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CLOSS OP 1004 
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Not Pictured: 
Taylor Cook Nathan Hibma Matthew McCarty Amy Taylor 
Kent De Zeeuw Travis Hulstein Carissa Meyn Nathan Ter B 
Kara Dehmlow Jonathan Jackson Jenna Monsen Matthew Thomp 
Sara Dekker Beau Jacobsen Jonathan Mouw Rachael Thomp 
Jennifer Dewaard Peter Jenkins Matthew Murphy Chad Van Kley 
Alison Dellwo Jennifer Kienzle Ryan Noble Sandra Van Kl 
Mikyla Dittman Shin-Ae Kim Cassandra Reeves Micah Van Otte 
Michael Evans Travis Kooima Anna Sanders 
Emily Feekes Katunge Kisuke Michael Schreuder Katherine Vign 
Jaclyn Feltman Rebecca Lanquist Jeffrey Siestra Bradley Wadd 
Jason Fisher Jeannine Lovas Kent Simonsen Taylor Wallin 
Anna-Kari Folden Zachary Lovig Alisha Slot Marcus Waroll 
Kelcee Foss Jesse Ludens Alan Smit Justin Wolfswi 
Stephanie Healy Alisha McCarty Kayo Tamura 
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Top: Magdalene Biesanz 
and Melissa Tagg enjoy the 
snow outside their apartment 
building. 
Middle: Anna Sanders 
enjoys good conversation on 
a nice afternoon outside 
Heemstra Hall. 
Bottom left: Tyson Graham 
and former NW student 
Aaron Hadenfeldt looking 
pensive. 
Bottom middle: Travis 
Risvold, Jon Behrends, and 
Tony Hoftiezer lounging 
around the Heemstra stoop. 
Bottom right: Cory Nyhuis 
and Brandom Miller just 
being silly. 
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Fac~f+y a~d Staff 
Academic Affair~ A~~id:ant:: 
Brenda Meyer 
8ookd:ore: Glenda De Vrie~. Danielle 
Dornbierer. Loret:t:a \-legetnan 
Cornrn · 
uri1catioris:: C . 
oord1riator· Tre 
• s;;s;; Jacob~tna 
62 Faculty/Staff 
Faculty/Staff 63 
~ Computer Science 
~ngli~h Department 
64 Faculty/Staff 
Education D 
epartrnent 
Developrnental~ela 
Mail room: Elaine µof land 
Faculty/Staff 65 
Printing Office: Pam Vlieger 
66 Faculty/Staff 
Philo~ophy Department 
Interim Vice Pre~ident 
Academic Affair!;: 
~ric ~Ider 
.I -.._..... -
Pre~ident: Bruce Murphy and 
£:ecret:ary Beth De Leeuw 
Political 9.cience 
Department: 
Faculty/Staff 67 
Religion 
Depart:rnent: 
68 Faculty/Staff 
~ociology 
Deparlrnen! 
fkhool 
gy 
ent 
School nur~e: Ev OHen 
Note: Several faculty/staff members 
were not available for photographs. We 
apologize to any who are not included. 
Faculty/Staff 69 
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RESIDENCE LIFE 
From the morning shower rush to the late-night Perkins runs, 
Northwesterh College Residence Life is always busy. The RA's 
spend counbess hours planning creative wing and floor 
functions, arld going to meeting after meeting. Even in all the 
busyness, thby still have time for fun! RA's have a fun spirit, a 
--list@ning eaF! and are always ready to help when needed. RA's 
play a vital role in nearly everyone's college experience. 
Stegenga Hall RA's show right where they live (L-R): Megan 
Quayle, Meagan Anderson, Rochel Fikse, Anna Sanders, Sara 
--oeKJ<er, Sara James (RD), and Kara Sult. 
\\ RP.:s get a 
72 
. ·"'ecaL 
"'] \\1 u• \itt\e goo~ 
" I love spending time with my girls-whether it be 
goofy study breaks, serious conversations, hall dance 
parties, or loud "quiet" hours-I love it all!" 
-Tamara de Waard, Fern Smith Hall , RA 
.. whal will the Heemst a RA's be up to next? (L-R): 
er, Brian Moriarty (RID), Shadi Awwad, Jarod Bock, 
L . I ov1g. 
good and pleasant it is when brothers Live together 
onily! -Psalm 133:1 
Fer . 
. FlJJtfrR __ _ 
a battle in th A's, Heid; 71 
e car. onne and 
"Being an RA in the apartments 
this year is a lot different than last 
year in the dorms. The chance to 
work with upperclassmen and plan 
acti vities that interest them is a lot 
more chall engi ng but definitely 
fun. It helps that our staff works 
well together and has a great time 
doing it." 
-Kristin Nikkel , Apartment "B" 
RA 
Wendy Wh · 
Jte tak eon 
73 
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"l wanted to be 
involved with res ide nce life; to 
be in a pl ace where I could minister to the 
whole person. I was very intri gued wid1 the idea o f living 
in the same area as the people I would be working with . I 
love the fac t that I can work, play, eat, laugh, & cry with 
the students I work with . I also was drawn to working 
with college students; they are at such a pi votal stage in 
li fe. They are asking so many significant ques tions and 
discovering more about themselves and the ir Maker." 
- Miche lle Howell , Fern Smith Hall RD 
Fern Smith Hall RA's cook up a storm in the caf (L-R): Jam ie Ongna, Wendy Wh ite, A 
DeBoer, Regina Downing, Ahnada Ru ten beck, Tamara de Waard, Ariel Emery, MichelleH 
(RD), and Heidi Tonne. 
Chri s Jacobsen shows hi s excitement in a game of cards, as Jamie Dykstra , 
Bri an G underson (RD), and Jeremy Koerselman look on. Hos pe rs Hall RA's (L-R): Carri e Ode I 1 (RD), Ann ali se Johnson. Koenecke, Kara DehmJow, Stacy Kokes, and Rachael Thompson (Asst 
7 4 Residence Life 
Schreud 
Ryan He 
Heemstra 
RA' s line 
up for their 
mug shot 
( L-R): 
Dav i d 
E I de r , 
B r i a n 
hm a blast playing pool together (L-R): 
Oiad DeJager, Jason Grow, Aaron Zierman, Michael 
Schreuder, Justin Chandler (RD), Peter Jenkins, Kendall Stanislav, 
--v. .. Hesse, Anthony Schnyders, and Jesse Agu i I era. 
m , Nicole 
\ ss t RD). 
ly, because lo ve 
over a multitude of 
Offer hospitality to 
another without 
bling. Each one 
use whatever gift 
received to serve 
faithfully 
· · teringGod 'sgrace 
as various forms. 
Peter 4:8-10 
" Oh, are you 
takin g a 
picture?" 
Colenbrander 
H a ll RA, 
Ryan Hesse 
takes a break 
from a ll of 
hi s man y 
duties. 
" I wanted to become involved with 
Residence Life because of my passion 
for relational mini stry. Living with 
st udent s creates a grea t bridge to 
encourage them in their own unique walk 
of fa ith. Many students have their own 
pass ions and it excites me to help 
fac ilitate that pass ion. My favorite part 
of this job is watching students mature 
in their faith and hopefully being a part 
of the ir journey." - Ju stin Chandler, 
Colenbrander Hall RD 
"Being an RA is like being a fac ilitator, 
counselor, sister in Christ, and most 
importantly a friend . I love thi s job! 
Sure, there are hard days, but it is such a 
blessing to serve in a position that I know 
God has specifically called each one of 
us RA s to , a nd I wi II carry these 
memories and lessons w ith me for a 
li fet ime. The women of the Hospers 
Underground each have such unique 
personalities, and together we form a 
beautiful array of God 's precious 
daughters." -Annalise Johnson, Hospers 
Hall RA 
Residence Life 75 
SGA Officers: Back row (1-r): Adam Doughan, Rachel Menke, Shadi Awwad, 
and Sarah Huibregtse. Middle row (1-r): An na Friese and Kara Wi smer. Front 
The Student Governme nt Association gathers for a quick phcx. 
during one of the ir meetings. 
row (1 -r): James Elli s, Chelsie Reed , and Amy Goodrich. Anna Friese tells Rachel Menke her concerns, while Sarah Huibregt11 
0 11 . 
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The Academic Support Center is run by Patti Thayer. There are 
people who help out in a ll areas of study with specific drop-in centers 
~evening for science and math. Writing tutors are also available 
1Iook over student's papers and offer advice. 
The Writ ing Center tutors are deep in thought over all of the papers they 
rev iew. 
\\'ri1ing Center Tutors: Back row (1-r): Jeannine Lovas, Doug Van Zan ten, Clint Wolthuizen, Charity 
txmarest, Regina Prokop, Megan Gort, and Jessica Babcock. Front row (1-r): Amy Ji skoot, Nicholas 
Driscoll, Magdalene Biesanz, and Ash ley Mastbergen. Not pictured: Meli ssa Tagg. 
Megan Gort studies hard in the science center. 
Tutors 77 
seuaene 
As Carissa Kuiken, 
D ani e l Johnston , 
Kara Wismer, and 
Julie Mitchell eat 
their p izza , they 
see m to be 
wondering why 
their picture is being 
taken! 
Chaplain Harlan 
Vanoort speaks 
on leaders hi p at 
a retreat. 
Students from the New Apartments playea games, 
cookies, and made crafts with children from the commun ity on 
a Sunday afternoon as a project serve event. 
78 Student Ministries 
The Campus Ministry tea1 seeks 
to pro t ide opportunities for 
studentl to further their walk wilt 
Christ. ~ hey seek to challenge 
students i th_ei faith , suppor. 
them in their life journey, and 
equip thf m_to minister on campu .. 
in the c . mmunity, and around the 
world. f)ome minstries student' 
can p~rticipate in includ 
disci 1 ship groups, prison 
ministry, prayer ministry, servic. 
project .\ and worship ministrie1 
There are also various retreal• 
throughout the year that studen~ 
are encouraged to participate in 
Overall, student ministries i. 
great opportunity to help kee 
one's f"ith active and growing. 
I 
Jessica Moul , Jerica Westra, Shanoon Koester, Kelly Engelkes , 
Lanay Robison, and Lorraine Bowles help children with a beaded 
craft. 
( 
'11 
1 
mg. 
tearn 
lOOj-2004 
Shannon Koester helps a young boy with his beaded bracelet. 
1s n ce 
a~~~rzy 
Sen idr 
Retreat. 
l 
Campus Ministry Team 79 
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80 S.SP 
LITHUANIA STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
KLAIPEDA, LITHUANIA 
THE SHELTER YOUTH 
HOSTEL MINISTRY 
AMSTERDAM, THE 
NETHERLANDS 
(NO PHOTO SUBMITTED) 
\\l\.tS\~lllSTiANA 
REFUlfMADA 
IGLESIA CHRISTIANA REFORMADA 
CHOLUTECA, HONDURAS 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO URBAN MINISTRIES 
ARIMA, TRINIDAD, WEST INDIES 
/\ADA 
~s 
THE MORAVIAN CHURCH 
BLUEFIELDS, NICARAGUA 
APACHE REFORMED CHURCH 
APACHE, OK~AHOMA 
Chad DeJ ager plays guitar for some boys at Trinidad school. 
MENDENHALL MINISTRIES 
MENDENHALL, MISSISSIPPI 
CITY YOUTH MINISTRIES 
JONESBORO, ARKANSAS 
SSP 81 
p 
I 
A 
HOMES, INC. 
NEON, KENTUCKY 
"WHATEVER YOU 
DO, WORK AT IT 
WITH ALL YOUR 
HEART, AS 
WORKING FOR 
THE LORD, NOT 
I~ FOR MEN." 
ii'... COLOSSIANS 3:23 -~ 1--------
82 SSP 
MIRACLE LIFE MISSION 
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 
HARAMBEE CHRISTIAN FAMILY CENTER 
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
ILINA 
CALVARY COMMISSION 
LINDALE, TEXAS 
VIEUX CARRE BAPTIST CHURCH 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 
Rebekah Shelton , Britney Vertanen, and 
Anna Friese help chi ldren with a craft at a 
backyard Bible club in Trinidad . 
SONSHINE MINISTRIES 
LOYSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA 
SSP 83 
Emilee Severson, SAC President, 
lets everyone know who she is by 
wearing a crown at one of the meetings. 
Emilee Severson 
and Melanie 
Back (1-r): Leah Franzkowiak, Jamie Ongna, Ryan Holt, Emilee Severson, Melanie Algood, Jennifer Van 
Der Maaten, Maria Vos, Lindsey Petersen. 
Front (1-r) : Ryan Simmelink, Rebecca Severson , Joel Scholten, Michael Nelson, Jeremy Ledeboer, Sarah 
Huibregtse, Sara James, Kylee Ven is. 
84 SAC 
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Terra Nova "All things; were created by 1-firn and FOR 1-firn .. C.ol. I: 16 
Terra Nova Officers (l-r): Kelley Downer, Jessica Babcock, Laurie Furlong (advi sor) , Stephanie Brindell , 
Elizabeth Zinkula, and Shawn McGhee. Todd Tracy (advisor) and Amy Goodrich not pictured. 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) 
Left side (front to back): Alissa 
Ylonen, Crystal Drury, Monica 
Pearson , Trent Becker, Eric 
Dykstra, Robbie Cundy, Stacey 
Wilcox, Ashley Ratliff, and Rob 
Miedema (advisor). 
Right side (front to back): Emily 
Fischer, Danielle Stokes, Brittany 
Caffey, Lori Ras mussen, Kyl e 
Osborne, and Jerilyn Hadenfeldt. 
"The FCA is a good 
place of fellowship. It is 
a very open atmosphere 
for learning, questions, 
and advice. It goes 
beyond athletics and 
applies to daily living." 
-Crystal Drury 
Ten-a Nova/FCA 85 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
rnca 
86 International Club/MCA 
Back row (1-r) : April Olivares, Shadi Awaad, and Cindy de la Rosa. Front row (1-r): Julie Mitchell 
and Regina Prokop. 
.- ....... -
tell 
Sociat Wo~k Ct~b 
Social Work Club (left to right): Jody Vander Waal , Abby Freese, Susan Wallinga, Kelly Fischer, and 
Stacey Wilcox. 
Eciucatioh Club 
Educatio n 
Club officers: 
Back (1-r) : 
Maria Vos , 
Meagan 
Anderson , 
A n n a 
Sanders , 
M a r i a 
TenClay, and 
Angela 
Trudeau. 
Mid d I e: 
Jamie Ongna. 
Front: Laura · 
Heitritter 
(advisor) . 
Social Work Club/Education Club 87 
Beacon Staff (1-r) : Front: Nicholas Driscoll, Grant Baker, 
Brian Gunn , and Hannah Dutt. Back: Juli a Price, Jeannine 
Lo vas, G inger G unn, Juli e Wa rren , Ar ie l Eme ry, 
Magdalene Biesanz, and Melissa Tagg. 
T '-1'- NoR.TI-l\V'-6T'-IVJ f>o.coN ~ 11.l'-
bTU D'-NT M'-\VbPAP'-ll. b'-ll.VIN<; T'-i'-
CAt.1PUb COt.1t.1UN11Y OF NoR.TI-l\V'-6T'-IVJ 
Co~ IT lb PU&U.61.1'-D '~ y AND 
DlbTR.l&UT'-D f~DAY NooN: 
88 Beacon 
BEACON STAFF 
(2ND SEMESTER) 
EDITOR 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 
FEATURES EDITOR 
ASST FEATURES EDITOR 
OPINION EDITOR 
NEWS EDITOR 
ASST NEWS EDITOR 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
SPORTS EDITOR 
DESIGN AND WEB EDITOR 
PHOTO EDITOR 
COPY EDITOR 
ASSISTANT EDITOR 
ADS MANAGER 
MAGDALENE BIESANZ 
MELISSA TAGG 
HANNAH DUTT 
ALLISON ROORDA 
NICHOLAS DRISCOLl 
GINGER GUNN 
ARIEL EMERY 
BRIAN GUNN 
JULIE WARREN 
GRANT BAKER 
ASHLEY DEBOWER 
JEANNINE LOVAS 
JULIA PRICE 
SARAH VISSCHER 
Some 
English 
writing 
majors 
at Carl 
Vcmdenn 
house to 
make ci 
:SANZ 
A 
_QLL 
ER 
R 
l;Ll6.i-I 
11English Club meeting, students and professors talk about vaiious ways to use 
fnglish or writing major. 
·)fie 
English and 
riting 
~ors gather 
a Carl 
mnuelen's 
rue to 
make cider. 
How many ways can you use an English major? These people 
gather to find out! 
English Club 89 
90 Black V 
The Black V is an 
improv comedy team 
that loves to give 
North western 
students some grem 
laughs. The talentea 
team includes: 
Gabe Franken, 
Becky Fanning, 
Mark Larson, 
Jordan Dornbierer. 
Brandon Miller, 
Jaimi Joneson, 
Jeremy Koerselmar 
Corinne Mings, an, 
Amanda Ytzen. 
The stage manager 
is Jill Vaughn. 
is n 
with 
com 
app 
is an 
team 
give 
ern 
great 
ented 
g, 
Iman, 
s, and 
n. 
iager 
OS MUSTL-
Osmosis Music (OS) is a Christian Music video show that 
is new to Northwestern this year. It involves interviews 
with bands that are interspersed with music videos. The 
communication department also manages NWC-TV, which 
appears on TV's around campus and throughout the 
community. The department also films chapel, some 
sporting events, and helps out with student film projects 
for classes, such as screenwriting. 
OSMOSIS MUSIC 
CREW 
Osmosis 91 
Kines iology 
Club 
Back row (1-r) : Jonathan Jackson , Philip Brinks, 
and Casey Weerheim. 
Middle row (1-r): Jennifer Tjeerdsma, Amber 
Nebelsick, and Jessica Baade. 
Front row (1-r): Dawn Studebaker, Miranda 
Brendel, and Amber Poppen. 
J 
u 
g 
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92 Kinesiology/Juggling 
0FFIC~l2..6: 
PRLllD!;_NT 
JAN!;_LL BLY 
Vici;. PRLl1Di;.NT 
JADON l(_LA\/i;.Q. 
T Q.!;_A6 LI Q.!;_R 
l(_Rl.~:>Ti;_N 1Jo6BOND 
6i;.cR..i;.TARY 
6ARAU V A6V...i;. 
1J 16TORIAN Q.i;_poQ.T!;_R 
CORY NYi.lUl6 
SIFE (STUDENTS IN FREE ENTERPRISE) 
SIFE Team 2003-2004 
Back Row (l-r): Navin 
Shrestha, Tony Hoftiezer, 
Preeti Elaiyavalli , Dr. Michael 
Avery, Sneha Babu, Denae 
Denning , Anna Persuitti , 
Rebecca Lanquist , Emily 
Shelton. 
Front Row (1-r) : Terika Raak, 
Megan Grooters, Mary 
Kummerfeld , Shahyan 
Qureshi , Megan Coe, Nico 
Obed. 
Business/SIPE 93 
~~-9-4--F-in_e_A_r-ts ______ .._.._.._ ................................................ .....J 
fine ores 
Fine Arts 95 
.. .It is Time to Come Together 
and Live in Harmony .. .. 
Counc 
This year's Children's Show was aga11, 
performed in the round , a dramatically 
effective way to bring to life William S. 
Yellow Robe, Jr.'s, The Council, a 
Native American tale emphasizing the 
importance of stewardship among all 
creatures. Man's desires for 
domination and power over all beings 
creates chaos among the governing 
Council of the animals . As the tale of 
struggles is told to two fascinated 
children, the possibility for harmony 
among all beings is rekindled. 
Cast 
Being One ......... . Benjamin Landegent 
Being Two ........ ...... ... .... ..... .. . Nicky Dutt 
Being Three .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... Joshua Perkins 
Being Four .... ... ..... Cassiah Rasmussen 
Being Five ................... ...... Laura Barker 
Being Six .............. .. ........ Joshua Voelker 
Mary Rebekah 
Being Seven ................... ... ...... . Edwards 
Fire Beings ....... .... ......... Corinne Mings 
.................... .................. Robyn Thomson 
............. .. ..... .. .................... Heather Sidey 
Balledeers ..... ........... .. Rupert La Bonte 
(Guitar & Vocals) 
..... .... .. ...... .. Cassiah Rasmussen (Flute) 
......................... Brook Oehme (Vocals) 
96 Children 's Play 
to get free. 
Left: N ic y Dutt 
Benjamin L degentdb 
the possib' ity ofh~ 
among al beings 1r 
Joshua Pe · ns takes 
that will ickly eliminar 
possibif . 
Set A 
Abigai 
Zach a 
Morga 
Olson 
Harm a 
Nicole 
Harpe~ 
Ellend 1 
Mastb · 
Marta 
Grace 
f Man, 
ce and 
?and a, 
Wo lf, 
ruggle 
: and 
!iscuss 
rmony 
w hil e 
tctions 
ate this 
Josh Voelker gives the performance 
of thi s year's 
th um p. 
ScaPP a Crews 
Director ...... ........... .. .... Robert Hubbard 
Choreographer .. ....... .. .. .. Heather Sidey 
Stage Manager ... .. .. .. .. ........ .. Jill Vaughn 
Asst. Stage Manager ........ Jillian McCall 
Producer ... .... .... ..... Karen Bohm Barker 
Set Designer ........ .. ..... .. Solomon Davis 
Lighting Designer ...... ...... ....... Jeff Taylor 
Asst. Light Designers ... Melody Paynter 
........ .. ..... ... .. ...... ... ......... Richard Moore 
Light Board Operator .... Melody Paynter 
Lighting Maintenance/Repair ...... .... Jill 
Vaughn 
.......... .... .... ... .. .... ... .. Cassandra Mings 
Co me Designer ........ Donna Durham 
Asst. Co me Designer .... Crystal Brown 
Costume Cre d ......... .. Laura Keith 
Costume Shop Manager...... ... .. a 
Durham 
Make-up Designer .... Rebecca Fanning 
Asst. Make-up Designer .. Corinne Mings 
Sound Designer ..... .......... Marta Kotzian 
Set Austin esti , Anthony Roller, Travis Risvold , Benjamin Brownson, Sound Board Operator .... Ryan Doughan 
Abigail Nedrud, annah Dutt, Steven Meyer, Jessica Kari, Halrold Alsum, Technical Director ..... .... John David Paul 
Zachary Lovig , Sar "'"Grace Harpster, Emily Spany, Elizabeth Grim, Scene Shop Forema ... ... .. Jonathan D. 
Morgan Handel , Justin ~s.Qer, Joshua Mans, Amy Goodrich, Kristen Allsup 
Olson-Jones, Cassandra Mirrg Electrics Gabe Franken , Sara Paint Charge .... .... .... ....... Sara Harmon 
Harmon, Mark Larson , Richard Mo ~manda Ytzen, Amy Goodrich , Master Electrician ... . Cassandra Mi 
Nicole Pullara, Lois Estell. Properties RrtsteQ.Qison-Jones, Taycey Asst. Master Electrician ... ·e Smith 
Harper, Elizabeth Zurn , Tanya Chapin. CostumeSRa-chel s Elsie Properties M ........ .. Megan Hodgin 
........... ~!::.!.:::~ .,.....,,-..:,......,..---:-7 
Ellendorf, Amy Leigh Lightfoot , Sam Dose, Heather Sidey, Ashley sst. rop . Master ..... Vaughn Donahue 
Mastbergen, Cassiah Rasmussen , Jill Lowman, Lora Gull . House House Manager .... ......... .. Heidi Friesen 
Marta Kotzian , Mark Larson , Nicole Pullaro, Cassandra Mings, Sara Head Usher ...... ..... Ashley Mastbergen 
Grace Harpster, Kristen Olson-Jones. Children's Play 97 
" ... A Time to Be Silent and a 
Time to Speak ... " 
(Ecclesiastes 3:7). 
ensernoLe 
Cast 
Cyrstal Brown 
Gabriel Franken 
Kelcee Foss 
Heidi Friesen 
This year's Senior Theatre Ensemble 
found it time to speak up as they 
created and performed an original 
production . With a desire to express 
the value of human uniqueness, and 
the environments in which this 
uniqueness is either nurtured or 
neglected, the Ensemble collected 
ideas from a variety of sources, 
including professors, playwrights, 
friends, and family. What resulted , 
Gratitudo, was a compilation of short 
scenes expressing paradigms and 
diffeiing perspectives, ranging from a 
mental institution to a classroom. 
98 
co nvin ced e is Al 
Capone, sits pensive!) 
smoking a c gar, while 
Kelcee Foss s ernly stares 
ahead and C stal Brown 
and 
engage i an intensely 
com pet i ive game of 
Tri via P rsuit. 
Joshu 
Smith, 
Jones, 
Brown 
Robyn 
Elsie 
ve ly 
hi le 
:ares 
own 
Jrld. 
1ken 
JWn 
sely 
: of 
Above: Crystal Brown teaches self defense to Kelcee Foss 
by demanding Kelcee to bite her arm. Above Right: With 
messy paper in hand , Heidi Friesen ch uckles when she 
finally discovers a student's work was not disobedient, but 
rather an expression of creativity. 
w your 
(Colossians 3:23a). 
ucCion 
Pet crew 
Director _________ Solomon Davis 
Stage Manager Jill Vaughn 
Asst. Stage Manager Megan Hodgin 
Set Designer Sara Harmon 
Paint Charge Sara Harmon 
Light Designer Jeff Taylor 
Asst. Light Designer Mark Larson 
Ligh Board Operator Mark Larson 
Master Electrician Tanya Chapin 
Asst. Master Elect1ician Natalie Smith 
Properties Master Heather Bullis 
Costume Designer Hannah Dutt 
Asst. Costume Designer Jillian McCall 
Costume Crew Head Heather Sidey 
____ Kristen Olson-Jones 
_,.,~ ___________ Marta Kotzian 
___ Vaughn Donahue 
____ Cassandra Mings 
--=--==--___ Rebecca Fanning 
____________ Robyn Thomson 
Box Offic Manager _____ Morgan Handel 
Producer Karen Bohm Barker 
Technical Director Sara Harmon 
Asst. Technical Director Emil y Spany 
Scene Shop Foreperson Jonathan All sup 
\hove: In shock d pain , Gabriel is fo rced to keep his hand in an ice bucket as Scene Shop Work Study Joshua Mans 
Kdcee Foss explains ey are making science. ______________ Justin Fisher 
Scenery: Amy Lightfoot, ·zabeth Zurn , Ryan Doughan, Rebecca Fanning, Vaugn _____________ Amy Goodrich 
Donahue, Melody Paynter, Aman Ytzen, Nicky Dutt, Eli zabeth Grim, Richard Moore, Costume Shop Manager ____ Donna Durham 
Joshua Perkins, Sarah Grace Harpster. ·cs: Rupert La Bonte, Mary Edwards, Natalie Costume Work Study Mary Kumm · d 
Smith, Corinne Mings, Drew Schmidt, Megan · , Jordan Dornbierer, Kristen Olson- ther Sidy 
Jones, Amy Goodrich , Anthony Roller, Mark Larson, e · Landegent, Benjamin -------=----"'=-----Amy Lightfoot 
Brownson, Drew Vander Werff. Costumes: Morgan Handel , Heather Siddie~yf, D·itlr.:rB<tr:l~;---========--------Marta Kotzian 
Robyn Thomson, Melissa Carnahan, Gavin Baker, Angela Beuzekom, Rachel Foulks, Lighting Director ________ .JeffTaylor 
Elsie Ellendorf, Nicole Pullaro , Marta Kotzian. Wardrobe: Gav in Baker, Ange la Lighting Work Study ______ .J ill Vaughn 
Beuzekom, Nicole Pullam. Housekeeping Assistants: Patricia Bruxvoort, Li sa Tesch. Cassandra Mings 
99 
" ... a time to tear and a time to mend ... 
a time to love and a time to hate ... " 
(Ecclesiastes 3:7, 8) 
ene 
Cast 
CatTie Eagle _______ Marta Kotzian 
Carrie Buck Heidi Griesen 
Clarence Garland Eric Copeland 
Emma Buck Cassandra Mings 
Alice Dobbs. Lois Estell 
J.T. Dobbs Benjamin Brownson 
Trio Singers Brooke Oehme, 
_NataJieSrnith, Jooanna Trapp 
Dr. J.C. Coulter Richard Moore 
Aggie _______ Kristen Olson-Jones 
Dr. Albert Priddy Rupert LaBonte 
Mr. Irving Whitehead Gabriel Franken 
Colonel Aubrey Strode Solomon Davis 
Dr. BelV Bailiff Joshua Voelker 
Dr. Arthur Estabrook Vaughn Donahue 
Mrs. Eula Harris Crystal Brown 
Miss Wood Corinne Mings 
Miss Virginia Landis Amanda Ytzen 
MR. John Hopkins Joshua Perkins 
Mr. Richard Dudley Anthony Roller 
Dr. J.S. DeJarnette Ryan Doughan 
Miss Wilhelm Nicole Pullaro 
Vivian Dobbs Mary Schabilion 
Right: Solomon Davis as Colonel Aubrey Strode 
questions Anthony Roller, Mr. Richard Dudley, 
during Carrie' s trial. 
100 Kin 
Ca1Tie Buck, ca tured by 
author, Dr. Davi Smith in ,. 
Sterilization of Carrie B 
In the l 920's, many pe 
believed "feebl -mindedn 
was slowly hu1 an evolutioo 
perfection. ~ cure what ttti 
thou ght wa, a di sgusti 
inherited dis ase, some ta 
promoted and enfor 
sterilizatio , such was the 
for Carrie uck. 
ex plat 
Es tab 
Steve 
Emily 
Crew~ 
Donah 
Carlee 
Pullar 
Richar 
Ellend 
Ras mu 
1, retells 
.ttention 
>peland. 
by co-
l in The 
~ Buck. 
people 
dness," 
ution to 
1at they 
IS ting , 
:: states 
forced 
he case 
The story o Carrie Buck 
one of courage anc. 
love. She overcame her 
unfortunate childhood 
filled with hurtful 
memories and cold-
hearted people. Carrie 
learned to love life, 
herself and others. 
ction 
Above: Holding his pocket watch , Mr. Whitehead, Gabriel Franken 
eiplains his tardiness to Solomon Davis, Colonel Strode, and Dr. 
Estabrook, Vaughn Donahue. Above Right: Carrie, Heidi Friesen , 
1ees her daughter Vi vi an , Mary Schabilion, for the first time since 
her birth. 
earracrews 
arpster, Emily Jacobson , Zachary Lovig, Joshua Manns, 
Steven Meyer, Cassandra J\Jings , ·sten Olson-Jones, Joshua Perksin , Anthony Roller, 
Emily Spany. Paint Crew: Elizabeth · m, Sarah Grace Harpster. Hair & Makeup 
Crew: Megan Hodgin , Rebecca Fanning, Sara 1 - ce Harpster. Sound Crew: Vaughn 
Donahue. Property Crew: Taycey Harper, Vaughn Donahu , ·a Barker, Jillian McCall , 
Director Karen Bohm Barker 
Stage Manager Jonathan Allsup 
Asst. Stage Manager Elizabeth Zurn 
Scenic Designer John David Paul 
Paint CHarge Sara Harmon 
Hair & Makeup Designer __ Robyn Thomson 
Sound Designer Kristen Olson-Jones 
Sound Board Operator Laura Keith 
Lighting Designer Drew Schmidt 
Master Electrician Jill Vaughn 
A:. t. Master Operator Megan Hodgin 
Light ard Operator Amy Goodrich 
Costume Tanya Chapin 
..__--=-'_Melody Paynter 
y 
Property Running Crew _ _ __ Laura Keith 
House Manager Mary Edwards 
Publicity Designer Rebecca Fanning 
Technical Director John David Paul 
Shop Manager Johnathan Allsup 
Costume Shop Manager ___ Donna Durham 
Box Office Manager Morgan Handel 
Above Left: J. T. D o bbs, B e nj a min 
Bro w nso n , becom es furi o us with hi s 
ne phe w, Clare nce, Eri c Cope land , who is 
the fath er o f Carrie's ill eg itimate c hild . 
Carleen Allsup, Jeffery Barker. Light Crew: Benjamin Landegent, MaifrKIJ:aIT11mlrrl~:cl.e:-------­
Pullaro, Cassiah Rasmussen, Cassandra Mings, Corinne Mings, Nicky Dutt, Amanda Ytken, 
Richard Moore, Terika Raak, Melissa Carnahan. Costume Crew: Samuel Dose, Elsie 
Ellendmf, Rachel Foulks, Sara Harmon, Laura Keith , Amy Lightfoot, Jill Lowman, Cassi ah 
Rasmussen, Natalie Smith, Joshua Voelker. Kin 101 
A Time to Use God-Given Talents. 
"If anyone speaks, she/he should do it 
as one speaking the very words of 
God, " (1 Peter 4: JJ ). 
one a 
This year over 25 one-act plays were 
written, directed and peiformed by 
students on campus. The 
overwhelming amount of 
participation drove the directing 
class's December performances in 
Boogard Theatre into the early hours 
of the morning. The 13 pe1formances 
at the ninth annual Festival of 
Original One-Acts, held in the Black 
Box of the new Theatre Art Center, 
did not quite as last as long as the 17 
directing class one-acts, but were just 
as impressive. As always, the 
audience enjoyed the evenings of 
well-prepared one-acts. 
Right: In Words, Words, Words, Cass iah 
Rasmussen as Kafka, a chimpanzee, types 
away on an old type-writte r as she was 
ass igned to re write Hamlet, direc ted by 
Heather Sidey. 
102 One-Acts 
Above: 
H eathe r 
Wendy White bicker 
and forth hile Jul 
Ol son-Jone attempt 
medi ate i Over/o 
directed y Arna 
Ytzen. 
Abo 
the 
the I 
con 
duri 
Jeam 
her 
by A 
the s 
Ytze 
; tea, 
a nd 
rback 
Juli e 
i s te n 
Jpt to 
~ones , 
iand a 
ing 
the onl y one mourni 0 
the loss of their son in a 
concentrati on ca mp-
during Wo rl d War II, 
Jeannine Lovas longs for 
her hu sband , pl ayed 
byAaron Punt,to accept 
the sorrow in Amand a 
Ytzen's Kadish. 
"And how good is a timely 
word! " (Proverbs 15:23). 
ninen annual 
~--souaL 
OP 
oriQinaL 
one<Jcts 
Above: Jared Bearss as the husband lounges 
around whil e th e wife , She li a Suth e rl and , 
commentsin The Problem with A.R . Gurney, 
direc ted by Benjamin Brownson. 
Left: Kell y Enge lkes and Zachary C re 
engage in an enti sing conversati 'he Pick-
Up, directed by Jill. all. 
One-A cts 103 
A Tinie to Listen. 
"Then he said, "!am the 
God of your father, the 
God of Abraham, the God 
of Isaac and the God of 
Jacob," (Exodus 3:6) 
anao 
said 
Inspired by Dr. Brown 's proposal that the first third 
of the Old Testament are dramatic antho logies, Jeff 
Barker wrote and directed el e ven sho rt Bible 
passages as, A nd God Said, the first performance in 
the Proscenium Theatre of the DeWitt Theatre Art 
Cente r. With mus ic writte n by Ron M elrose, 
co ndu c ted by Dr. Timothy M c G a rve y, a nd 
perfo nned by the NWC Orchestra Members, Old 
Tes ta me nt Bibl e s to rie s we re c rea ti ve ly 
enthusias ticaJiy bro ught to life. 
Cast 
Mezzo Cantor _______ Jacyln Newendorp 
Tenor Cantor M ichael Goll 
Baritone Cantor Dustin Rusche 
Adam, Meshach & others __ Benjamin Landegent 
Eve, Elisha's servant & others __ CrystaJ Brown 
Serpent, David & others Shadi Awwad 
Pharoah, Jephthah & others ___ Rupert LaBonte 
Moses. lad & others Jack Durham 
Samson, Nathan & others ___ Jordan Dornbierer 
Delilah, Shadrach & others Heidi Friesen 
Deborah, Bathsheba & others Kelcee Foss 
Jael, Nebuchadnezzar & others Jill Vaughn 
Abednigo, Sarah & others Lois Estell 
Orchestra 
Above: Benjamin Landegent fee ls the presence of 
God whil e s urrounded by Jacyln Ne we ndorp , 
Michael Go ll , and Dustin Rusche. 
Trombone ___________ Alicia Burk 
Conductor ______ Dr. Timothy McGarvey Violin Megan Nielsen 
Flute Monica Mi.tzel Cello Rebecca James 
Oboe Ruthann U mthun Bass Jeffery Postma 
__________ Maria Van Der Maaten Greg Scheer 
Clarinet ____________ Lora Goll Harp Maggie Keelan 
Bassoon Danielle Dupre Percussion Jacquelyn Carlson 
Trumpet Matthew Johnson Synthesizer Jodi Logterman 
Horn Angela Yan Veen Erin Scholtens 
104 Spring musical 
Scenery Crew: Sa uel 01 
Benjamin Brownson, Jo ·Jrna Periil 
Melissa Carnahan, Ri rnrd M1 
Zachary Lovig. Rob n Thom 
Mary Edwards, Emily Spany .. 
Lightfoot, Vaughn Doll' me, Nie 
Boyes. Paint Crew: izabeth 
Amy Good1ich. Mary dwards. 
Barker. Properties rew: A 
Ytzen, Gabriel Fr nken . Lo 
Display Crew: 
Solomon Davis. 
Ming 
Nata li 
Barge 
McC-
Ellcn 
Dutt . 
De Bo 
Dose. 
~rkins, 
ifoore. 
mson, 
, Amy 
cholas 
Grim, 
Laura 
nanda 
.ob by 
ull is. 
nd God said, 'I will be 
with you,"' (Exodus 3:12). 
Rdene PLaus 
oPisreaL 
Above Right: Sarah Grace Harpster, Teuntje Rosier, and Gab1iel Fra en paint fi gurines for Production Team 
!he Song of Deborah. Above: With hardhat in place and safety harne. s strapped on, Drew Producer ________ Karen Bohm Barker 
Schmidt smiles with a li crht in hand before he heads u to the catwa Director Jeff Barker 
\lings , Kristen Olson-Jon .· 
:\atalie Smith, Sarah Cozoi·t, Randi 
Barge. Costumes Crew: Jilli an 
~1cCa ll , Anthony Roller, Elsie 
Ellendorf, Rachel Foulks, Hannah 
Dutt, Angela Beuzekom, Sophia 
DeBoer. 
,.. .... .._ ....... 
Above: Paint and scenety crews enjoy tlle extn1 space in tl1e new 
scene shop as iliey paint tiles for ilie set 
Posters/Campus Publicity ___ Solomon Davis 
Vicleographer ________ Jamey Durham 
Technical Director Jonathan Allsup 
st. Tech. Dir. _______ Megan Hodgin 
Scene Foreman Jonathan Allsup 
Costume Shop Donna Durham 
Lighting Director Ta lor 
House Manager _______ Eli zabeth Zurn 
Grant Writer ________ Sheri Gunderson 
Press Releases _______ Tamara Fynaardt 
Dramaturg Jonathan All sup 
Composer Ron Melrose 
Music Consul tant_Dr. Andrew Mark Sauerwein 
Music Director ____ Dr. Timothy McGarvey 
Vocal Coach Dr. Linell Gray Moss 
Choreographer Robin Van Es 
Asst. Choreographer Heather Sidey 
Stage Manager Corinne Mings 
Asst. Stage Manager Tanya Chapin 
Set Designer John Dav id Paul 
sst. Set Desigher Rebecca Fanning 
Pa Sara Harmon 
_______ Jeff Tay lor 
_____ Gavin Baker 
Sara Hann on 
_____________ Drew Schmidt 
Light Board Operator Cassandra Mings 
Follow Spot Designers/Operators ___ __ _ 
____________ Melissa Carnahan 
____________ Anthony Roller 
Properties Master ____ Sarah Grace Harpster 
Costume Designer Marta Kotzian 
Costume Crew Head Nicky Dutt 
Makeup Designer _______ Nicole Pullaro 
Hair Designer _______ Melody Paynter 
Hair/Make-up Stylist Rebecca Fanni 
_ ___________ Melo 
Rehear 
Box Office Manager _____ Morgan Handel 
Symposium Coord inator Kelcee Foss 
Spring musical 105 
"Flowers appear on the earth; 
the season of singing has come, 
the cooing of doves is heard in 
our land," (Song of Solonwn 
2:12). 
cnoir 
direccea Du dr. noun 
The A capella Choir performs several 
times each year in Christ Chapel. 
However, this year over spring break, 
they also had the opportunity to travel to 
the Czech Republic, where they took 
their music and love for Christ into 
breath-taking cathedrals, refugee camps, 
children's homes, hospital s and nursing 
homes. Working with Christian 
Outreach International, the Choir had a 
chance to witness the Ii ves of the Czech 
people. Throughout their tour in Europe 
they performed five times in three 
languages and had tirneto travel to Poland 
and Austria, an experience that will stay 
with them forever. 
Above Right: The A capella 
Choir performs at the annual 
Chri stmas Vespers Program. 
Far Left: Students gather 
around the table at the base 
of the Christian Ou treach 
Inte rn a ti o na l p rogram . 
Va nessa, a U.S. native who 
works for the COi sits next to 
them. Left: On top of a snowy 
roof stands a cross high above 
the city of Pardubice. 
106 A Capella Choir 
Ab 
the 
bice 
that 
rco 
europe 
Above: Choir members distributed shoes to children in the refugee center in 
the Czech Republi c. Above Right: Brian Piper and a Czech boy si together 
in the Kids' Home, where the Choir sang and played with the childr n. 
Above: Though the Slavoj and Sign um 
corrm1unity choirs were not effected by 
the temperatures, some NW stude nts 
bundled up in a pa ir of pants, panty 
hose, socks, shoes, two shirts, one dress, 
a sca rf, winter coat, and mittens to 
rform in an unheated cathedra l in 
Hlinkso, Republic. Left: Toni 
Gilliam , Rachel K ramet , 
Ackerm an, Jaclyn Newendorp , and 
La ura Vander Broek pose near the 
majestic Salzburg Cathedral in Austria. 
Soprano: Andrea Ackerman, Laura 
Baird, Jennifer Bechtel, Melissa Butler, 
Amanda DeBoer, Rosalyn De Haan , 
Danielle Dupre, Toni Gilliam , Sarah 
Hill , J ai mi Joneson , Katy Keese , 
Rachel Kramer, Jenna Monsen , Jolynne 
Nilson , Kimberly Pals, Lea Rogers , 
Ruthie Umthun, Jerica Westra , Ann a 
Wilkinson. Alto: Jill Bowman, Charity 
emarest, Loi s E s tell , Melind a 
ardt , Laura Gould , AnneBeth 
Hibma , rah Hoops, Emily Jahn , 
Ann ali se Johns sica Johnso 
Stacy Kokes, Emily Kooistra, Heather 
Laaveg , Jaclyn Newendorp , Al a ina 
Rolffs, Cayla Schwendemann , Kara 
Sult, Rachel Thompson , Micah Trapp, 
Laura Vander Broek, Diane Weckle . 
Tenor: Shadi Awwad, Grant Baker, Jon 
Behrends , John Erickson, Jacob 
Galloway, Michael Goll , Jason Grow, 
Andrew Harcum , Matthew Johnso n, 
Andrew Keller, Bri an Piper, Pa 
Poppen, Joel Scholten . Ba · ordan 
Baker, Jarod Boe c ary Couture, 
urey, Aaro n Haverdink , 
Michael Holm , Lucas Koster, Daniel 
Laa veg , 
Willems , 
Wiltjer. 
Du stin Ru sc he , Aaron 
Nathan Willems , Steven 
Spring choir tour l 07 
"They will enter Zion with 
singing; everlasting joy will 
crown their heads. Gladness 
and joy will overtake them, and 
sorrow and sighing will flee 
away," (Isaiah 35:10). 
neri 
Grant Baker 
Jordan Baker 
Jon Behrends 
Jarod Bock 
John Erickson 
Michael Goll 
Andrew Harcum 
Aaron Haverdink 
Matthew Johnson 
Lucas Koster 
Daniel Laaveg 
Dustin Rusche 
Joel Scholten 
108 Heritage Singers 
Jennifer Bechtel 
Jill Bowman 
Melinda Fynaardt 
Toni Gilliam 
Laura Gould 
Sarah Hill 
Jaimi Joneson 
Katy Keese 
Rachel Kramer 
Jaclyn Newendorp 
Kim Pals 
Susan Remington 
Alaina Rolffs 
Cayla Schwendemann 
Kara Sult 
Anna Wilkinson 
Above: The fe nale Hcriia~ 
Singers add em hasis to thcr 
song with actio1 s. . 
Left : The n ale Hentag1 
Singers respon to the Femw 
Sara 1 
Aman 
Kali 
Rache 
itage 
their 
rag e 
ales. 
Ashleigh Asseff 
Lyndsey Baker 
I 
Alyssa Barr 
Kristin Boender 
Kaitlyn Bowie 
Sara Brinks 
Amanda Brown 
Kali Carroll 
Rachel Mabrey 
Sara Kaiser 
Katrina Kramer 
Hannah Kroese 
Jodi Logterman 
Kelsey Mastbergen 
Mary Medford 
Emily Meinecke 
Christina Mick 
Autumn Pundsack 
Amy Reece 
Erin Scholtens 
"With praise a11.1. Uf:i.rr;rrf<imrmnr--
they s to the Lord, " 
1· ). 
en·s 
noir 
Crystal Sechler 
Carrie STromley 
Amy Tynan 
Nicole Ubben 
Rachel Yackey 
Women ' s Choir 109 
"As the offering began, 
singing to the Lord began 
also, accompanied by 
trumpets and the 
instruments of David kine 
Israel," 
(2 Chronicles 29:27). 
~~ 
Dan 
a1rcct.cd nu ar. rncoorucu 
Besides their usual performances on 
campus, in late March the Symphonic 
Band took their talent on the road and 
performed in several South Dakota and 
Minnesota cities. This year the 
Symphonic Band changed their rehearsal 
time to an hour and twenty minutes, three 
times a week, which allows the band 
more practice time and benefits the 
rehearsals of the other ensembles. 
Right: The entire Symphonic Band Ensemble. 
Saxophone: Michelle Adams, Emily 
Jahn, Annalise Johnson, Joy Mittleider, 
Susan Remington . Tenor Sax: Tiffany 
Above Left: The Symphonic Band performs s vera l times througho t the school year. 
Matthew Ploeger plays his trombone during the ristmas Vespers erformance. 
Above: The trumpets and woodwinds make a joyf noi se unto the r..; rd . 
De Vries, Billi Ellingson. Bari Sax: Arny Tynan. Trumpet: Melissa Butler, Matthew Johnson, Joshua Men ing, 
Megan Nielson, Kimberly Pals, Aaron Willems. Trombone: Matthew Ploeger, Jonathon Vander Wall. Stev n 
Wiltjer. String Bass: Jeffery Postma. Flute: Andrea Ackerman , Heather Arnold, Lindsey Belden, Kimberl 
Bradshaw, Jill Dykstra, Jessica Johnson, Kari Luenberger, Monica Mitzel. Oboe: Jill Bowman, Christine arroll, 
Ruthann Umthun , Maria Van Der Maaten . Bassoon: Danielle Dupre, Lois Estell, Emily Meinecke. Clari1 et: 
Kristin Boender, Ariel Emery, Susan Fullerton, Lora Goll , Sarah Mullin, Stacy Parker, Autumn Pundsack, nn 
Scholtens, Cayla Schwendemann, Nathan Willems, Rachel Yackey. Euphonium: Aaryn Eckert, Michael 
Bass Clarinet: Charity Demares t. Horn: Alicia Burke, Andrea Collier, Jolynne Nilson , Angela Van Veen Tuba: 
Jarod Bock, Peter Boerema, Stacy Vander Velde. Percussion: Heather Bottin , Jacquelyn Carlson, Matt ew 
Henthorn, Titus Landegent, Christopher Rensink. Piano/Synthesizer: Emily Jahn, Joy Mittleider, Jill 
110 Symphonic Band 
Cristi 
violin. 
is a ti 
and r 
Dupre 
while 
clarin 
Chris 
perfo 
lf. Above: Another outstandin g perfor man ce by th e 
Symphonic Band. Above Right: Joshua Zylstra plays the 
cello during a Symphonette performance. 
Cristina Kiel on fir s 
1iolin. Right: Christmas 
i> a time of ce lebration • 
and rejoi cing; Danielle 
I 
Dupre plays her bassoon 
~hile Lora Goll plays the 
clarinet during th e I Christmas Vespers 
~rformance. 
The Lord will save me, and 
we will sing with stringed 
instruments all the days of 
our lives in the temple of the 
Lord," (Isaiah 38:20). 
a 
oneeee 
dlreceed ou dr. uehe-suonoe 
Violin I: Aaron Haverdink, Kristina 
Johnson, Cristina Kiel, Megan Nielsen. 
Violin II: Amy Anderson, Grant Baker, 
Rosalyn De Haan, Stephanie Gonzalez, 
Joshua Menning, Allison Roorda, Stacy 
an, Joel Watters , Shannon White. 
Cello: becca James, Joshua Zylstram, 
Benjamin son. Viola : Sandra 
Muilenburg, BreeAnn 
Bass: Jeffery Postma. 
Symphonette 111 
" ... Praise Him with the sounding of 
the trumpet .. . praise him with 
tambourine ... praise him with the 
clash of cymbals .. ., " 
(Psalm 150: 3-5). 
c:nsc:rnDL 
Jazz Band 
Directed by D1: McGarvey 
Trumpet 
Melissa Butler 
Joshua Menning 
Matthew Johnson 
Aaron Willems 
Piano 
Daniel Berntson 
Andrew Keller 
Dnans 
Titus Landegent 
Matthew Henthorn 
Tenor Sax 
Billi Ellingson 
Mark Larson 
John Erickson 
Bari Sax 
Lora Goll 
Amy Tynan 
Trombones 
Peter Boerema 
Alicia Burk 
Steven Wiltjer 
Matthew Ploeger 
Jonathon Vander Wall 
Bass 
Peter Boerema 
Alto Sax Kimberly Bradshaw 
Tiffany De Vries 
Emily Jahn Left: Hours of 
practice pay off 
when it is finally 
performance time. 
Below : As Jacq ue lyn Car lso n 
demonstrates, a three-member percussion 
e nsemb le req uires 
multi-tas king and 
concentration. 
Percussion Ensemble 
Directed by Kelli Nelson 
Jacquelyn Carlson 
Matthew Henthorn 
Titus Landegent 
Right: Aaron Wi ll ems on trumpet, Peter Boerema on trombone, 
and Amy Tynan on bari saxophone. 
112 Jazz Band/Percussion Ensemble 
e 
Worsh" 
James 
cello m 
l111e Right : Despite their busy sched ules , the teams always find 
10 practice. Here Andrea Doyl e plays her guitar during a 
mday evening practice . Above: Peter BoerP. ma on bass and 
111 Holl on the djembe perform during Sunday night Prai se and 
hip. 
1 evening Prai se and 
l"orship . Right: Rebecca 
1111es concentrates on her 
illo music during a rehearsal. 
by trumpets , 
oisea 
rsniD 
Cearns 
Northwestern has four Praise and Worship 
Teams, each of which stay actively involved 
either on campus or off campus. The two teams 
most recognized by students are the Chapel 
team, often seen petforming in daily chapel , 
and the Sunday night team, leading the evening 
worship. The other two teams, though not often 
seen performing in Christ Chapel, can be found 
on Sundays leading praise and worship in local 
churches. All four teams know the importance 
of taking time to worship our Lord and Savior. 
Nathan Willems 
Kaitlyn Bowie 
Isaiah Lockard 
Christina Mick 
Tyler Parson 
Church Team 
Andrew Keller 
Benjamin Landegent 
Tyler Krause 
Abby Landon 
Abigail Nedr,,..__ 
Brooke Wagner 
John Erickson 
Jarod Bock 
Sunday Night Team, 
Matthew McNeece 
Sandra Muilenburg 
Titus Landegent 
OS 
Liza Tegeler 
Sarah Hill 
Ryan Holt 
Joel Scholten 
Peter Boererna 
Church Team. 
Andrea Ackerman 
Erin Scholtens 
Andr yle 
aniel Laaveg 
Micah Trapp 
Rebecca James 
Praise & Worship Teams 113 
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women's 
Steadfast 
Willing 
Spirit 
cross country 
"Steadfast willing spirit was the theme 
of the cross country season and we did 
that. I would say that this past cross 
country season has been one of the 
mos t rewarding seasons I have 
experienced at Northwestern yet 
because the cross country team this 
year was one of incredible enthusiasm 
and positiveness throughout the whole 
season ," says junior Megan Quayle. 
While many students here at 
Northwestern view cross country as an 
individual sport, this years team set out 
to focus not on themselves but on 
working hard and encouraging each 
other for the benefit of the whole team. 
And their hard work really paid off. The 
women competed in eight regular 
season meets at which they placed 2nd, 
5th, 3rd, 5th, 1st, 8th, 7th, and 6th. They 
also competed in the GPAC meet where 
they placed 7th. There were eighteen 
women on the team this year, led by 
captain Magdalene Biesanz. 
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Front Row: Nancy Koskamp, Beth Harding, Mary Hiemstra, Robyn McKercher, 
Shannon White, Ashley Ducommun. Middle Row: Jessica Healey, Ashely 
Ruppert, Angela Van Meeteren, Megan Quayle, Heidi Dryfhout, Crystal Drury. 
Back Row: Carmen Moss, Magdalene Biesanz, Cara Parliament, Katie Hartzell , 
Susan Wittler, Jamie Pease. 
116 Folio Copy 
Sophomore Ashley Ducommun and freshman Rob)& 
McKercher pace each other. 
Senior Angela Van Meeteren gives it all she's got as 
The 
heads towards the fini sh line. the rac 
~obyn 
. thlete 
lies. 
The Northwestern men line up as they prepare for the race. 
Senior Jeff Petersen knows that running takes strength, 
~d, and a lot of dtermination . 
as she David Bleeker and Jesse Aguilera push each other to finish 
ihe race strong. 
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men's 
cross country 
Psalm 51: 10-12 says, "Create in me a 
pure heart, 0 God , and renew a steadfast 
spirit within me. Do not cast me from 
your presence or take your Holy Spirit 
from me. Restore to me the joy of your 
salvation and grant me a willing spirit, 
to sustain me" and this was the prayer 
of the 2003 cross country team. Along 
with daily practices and weekly meets, 
the team also had Bible studies in order to 
encourage each other and remember the 
importance of teamwork. Head coach, 
Dale Thompson said, " the team was true 
to the verse for the season and worked 
hard for the results they gained at the 
end of the season." There were eleven 
men on the team this year, lead be captain 
Jeff Petersen. The men competed in eight 
regular season meets at which they placed 
3rd, 5th, 8th, tie for 2nd, 13th, 9th, and 
18th. They also competed in the G.P.A.C. 
meet where they placed 9th. 
Steadfast 
Willing 
Spirit 
Front Row: Joel Vander Wal , Tyson Graham, Derrick De Jong. Middle Row: 
Kevin Ulmer, Franklin Yartey, David Bleeker, Jesse Aguilera. Back Row : 
Andrew Bardole, Joel Watters, Jeff Petersen, Michael Vermeer. 
Men 's and Women's Cross Country Coach: Dale Thompson 
Folio Copy 117 
women's soccer 
keep it 
possitive 
and 
tactical ... 
The women's soccer team entered the 
season with a new coach, Tom Cliff, who 
said , "The ap prehension of starting the 
season with a new coach is always an 
interesting experience. The girls came and 
jumped right in, working as hard as they 
could to make progress over the course of 
the season . Regardless of each persons 
individual skill level, they worked as hard 
as possible and took ownership of the team 
and program." Despite the challenge of a 
rough start, each player took responsibility 
and sought to strengthen the team as a 
whole . The team 's captains were Erin 
Beard and Chrystan Fuller. Awards were 
given to the following players : Team 
MVP- Kim Zwiers , Offensive MVP-
Sara Kerens and Krissy Hanson, Defensive 
MVP-Sheena Getty, Most Improved-
Renee Van Regenmorter, Spark Plug-Liz 
Reynen. The teams desire was to play 
soccer with in the framework of the team, 
to do the best of their abili ty. Coach Cliff 
said, "I think at the end of the season we 
were doing that. " 
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Front Row: Elizabeth Peterson, Chrystan Fuller, Jen Hoitink, Kim 
Zwiers. Second Row: Sheila Sutherland, Tiffany Giles , Erin Beard, 
Morgan Walker, Anita Boone, Andrea Noordewier. Third Row: Renee 
YanRegenmorter, Sarah Way, Becky Mulder, Sheena Getty, Heidi 
Albee. Back Row: Head Coach Tom Cliff, Stephanie Healy, Jamie 
Zehner, Kristina Hanson, Liz Reynen, Sara Kernes, Assistance Coach 
Candace Buchholz. 
118 Women's Soccer 
Andrea Noordewier dribbles the ball down the fie ld. 
On the defence, Sheena Getty prepares to send the 
back down the field . 
So pl 
Sophomore Brett Wieking makes his way down the field. 
Eric Copeland fights for possession of the soccer ball. 
the baJI Dan DeWitt aggresively takes on his opponent. 
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men's soccer 
The men 's soccer team met great success 
this year, finishing the season with the most 
wins in a season than any other men's 
soccer team has in the nine previous years 
of NWC's soccer program; the team also 
won NWC's first conference playoff game 
ever in the GPAC and got their first bid to 
the regional tournament, finishing 3'd in Hard 
their region in the final NAIA ranking. 
Coach Buchholz described the team as 
very aggressive, showing a lot of intensity work 
on the field. He also said , "Most of the 
teams we played this year were frustrated 
by our level of pressure o the ball and our pays 
ability to play solid defense against strong 
offensive teams. Also, most teams feared 
playing us at home because of the off ... 
outstanding fans that we had at home 
heckling the opposing team. Off the field , 
our team had great Christian character and 
camaraderie with each other." Captains 
Eric Copeland and Brain Young led this 
year's team to a record of 13 wins, 7 ties , 
and only 1 loss , which leave an excited 
team a lot to build on next year. 
Front Row: Eric Copeland, Michael Schreuder, Daryn Dokter, Anthony 
Flood, Jordan Kooi , Dan Swier, Brett Brown . Middle Row: Brian 
Young, Ryan Hesse, Dan DeWitt, Mike TenClay, Royce Van Roekel , 
Mike Mulder, Alex Kolb, Tim Ter Horst. Back Row: Head Coach TJ 
Buchholz, Caleb Koopmans, Andrew Tinklenberg , Brett Wieking, 
Andrew Gunter, Scott Treft, David Lavery, Mike Christians, Matt Van 
Heuvelen . 
Men's Soccer 119 
volleyball V 
"God is most glorified in us when we 
are most satisfied in Him," which is how 
this years volleyball team sought to live 
and play. The team had a very solid 
season with twenty-three wins and only 
ten losses-they placed third in the 
GPAC, were ranked twenty-first 
Responsibility nationally and fifth in Region IV, and 
were also Regional Qualifiers. This 
year' s captains were Kristin Brouwer, 
Discipline Taylor Cook and Kelli Vermeer, all of 
whom worked very hard throu ghout 
Commitment 
the season to encourage and strengthen 
the team. "This was a great group of 
girls. We had a lot of fun this year. The 
year had its ups and downs but in the 
end we were excited about ou r chance 
to go down to Omaha and represent the 
college at regionals ," said Kristin 
Brouwer. Kelli Vermeer also said, "This 
past season was definitely a team 
building experience. We went through 
vario us stru ggles throu g h o ut the 
season, but became a better and united 
team because of it! " 
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Front Row: Stacey Wilcox, Emily Fischer, Stacy Friedrichsen, Amber 
Green. Second Row: Alisha McCarty, Tara Tigges, Katie Schnoes, 
Kristen Maakestad, Megan Rich, Jodi Van Ginkel. Third Row: Student 
Coach Tara Schnoes, Mikyla Hardersen, Kelli Vermeer, Brandi Redel, 
Alison Waggie, Dawn Studebaker. Back Row: Student Coach Jon 
Mouw, Head Coach Mike Meyer, Kristin Brouwer, Maggie Freiborg, 
Taylor Cook, Carli Blom, Assistant Coach Carol Brouwer. 
120 Volleyball 
Kelli Vermeer bumps the volley ball back over the net. 
s~ 
s 
Working as part of the team, Taylor Cook gets rid ofill: G 
ball. 
Players enjoyi ng the nice fa ll weather after a toumanxr 
in Nebraska. 
N 
3 
3 
of the 
iament 
I J 
Stacy Friedrichsen, Amber Green, and Alisha McCarty working together to get the point. 
Scoreboard 
Season 
GPAC 
NWC 
23-10 
11-5 
3 0 U. of Sioux Falls 
3 0 Mount Marty 
2 3 Dordt 
3 0 Dakota Wesleyan 
3 0 Midland Lutheran 
3 U. of Sioux Falls 
3 0 Dana 
3 1 Mount Marty 
3 0 Briar Cliff 
0 3 Dordt 
0 3 - Doane 
I 3 Hastings 
3 2 Dakota Wesleyan 
3 2 NE Wesleyan 
3 1 
3 0 
Concordia 
Morningside 
Coach Meyers talking to the team, preparing for the next game. 
Taylor Cook #9 
"This season was full 
of exciting moments 
when we pulled 
together and got the 
job done. The strong 
bond we have with 
each other both on 
and off the court 
made our winning 
season even more 
fun." 
L 
SHOW 
IT! 
football 
2003 was a very exciting year for the 
football team. This past summer many 
players and coaches were able to serve 
overseas, sharing their love for God and 
for football in the Czech Republic. This 
was also the first season ever that all ten 
games were conference games, which 
made each game very important. This 
year 's captains were Mark Milbrodt, Matt 
McCarty, Jon Paulsen , AJ Smit and Mike 
Evans. "This past seaso n we really 
exemplified the concept of ' team .' We 
worked extremely well together; offense, 
defense, and the special teams all worked 
as one cohesive team. When one unit was 
down , the other really picked them up. 
We were never satisfied throughout the 
season and continually strove to improve 
each and every game," said McCarty, 
which explains why the team chose l 
John 3: 18b as their goal: "Let us not love 
with words or tongue, but with actions 
and in truth. " The team placed 2"d in the 
GPAC and were quarterfinalists in the 
NAIA National Playoffs . 
Junior Brad Cave prepares to kick for the field goal. 
122 Football 
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Running Back, Keith Sietstra, carries the ball as he makf) 
hi s way down the field. 
Defensive lineman, Travis Hulstien , anticipatingthesnap. 
Fro 
Lui 
Jus 
Gr 
Ki 
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Mi 
Phil 
s 
snap. 
•all. 
Front Row: Matt Baird, Brent Town, Andrew Fontanini, Matt Zimmerle, Daniel Lichter, Bradley Waddle, Ryan 
Lumley, Jesse Luddens, Jake Nessa, Bryce Becker, Jeff De Haan. 2nd Row: Jesse Sporrer, Justin McA ll ister, 
Justin Fisher, Ben Jackson, Austin Janssen , Tyler De Haan, Jordan Yan Otterloo, Daniel Johnston , Chad 
Grandon, Jeremy McAl lister, Justin Denning, Amy Otten. 3rd Row: Micah Schmidt, Brad Zeutenhorst, Marcus 
Kious, Tim Yan Regenmorter, Josh Bolluyt, Orv Otten , Kyle Achterhoff, Mel Elsberry, Kent De Zeeuw, Beau 
Jacobsen, Karlton Hector, Joey Hartfiel. 4th Row: AJ Smit, Chad Van Kley, Kurt Yan Kley, Steve Tapper, 
Austin Jacobsen , Casey Heyer, Corey Stromley, Brad Cave, David Jacobs, Mike Smit, Josh DeKok, Carlos 
Martinez. 5th Row: Matt McCarty, Ryan Dittman, Joe Schue ller, Jeremy YanSoelen, Justin Veenendaal , Phi l 
Brinks, Mike Evans, Travis Kooima, Ty ler Sparks, Zach Stuckey, Pau l Ewen. 6th Row : Andy Kock, Chris 
Klecic, Bruce Anliker, Micah Van Otterloo, Tay lor Wallin , Mark Milbrodt, Justin Dowdy, Ryan Noble, Brent 
Paulsen, Keith Sietstra. 7th Row: Iver Mettler, Jon Paulsen, Cory Hughes, Travis Wall in , Blake Wolfswinkel, 
Rocky De Jager, TJ Speer, Isaac Schmidt, Jonathan Jackson, John Corbin , Steve Wilhelmsen. Back Row: 
Michael Janssen , Tony Madsen, Matt Hoekstra, Jon Jansen, Russ Kooyenga, Cory Kuyper, Travis Hulstein, 
Phil Kooistra. 
Scoreboard Northwestern ' s offensive line getting ready for the snap. 
Season 10-2 
GPAC 9-1 
NWC 
51 0 Briar Cliff 
20 16 Morningside 
49 21 Doane 
43 21 N. Wesleyan 
41 25 D. Wesleyan 
17 30 Sioux Falls 
33 23 Concordia 
45 7 Hastings 
50 12 Dana 
38 7 Mid. Lutheran 
36 33 Ottawa 
7 33 Sioux Falls 
Jon Paulsen #35 
"Thi s year's team 
was definitley a 
family on a mission. 
It was the mo st 
exciting season in my 
career. The season 
just flew by because 
we were having so 
much fun. Everyone 
on the team 
contributed to our 
success." 
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Basketball Season Front Row: Nichole Blaede, Rebecca James, Emily 
Marth. Back Row : Candace Gross, Dawn Kruse, Sara Vee, Amber 
Caughran. 
Football Season Front Row: Rebecca James, Angela Rice, Ashley 
Meekma, Nichole Blaede, Amber Caughran. Emily Marth, Sara Vee, 
Cassie Montgomery, Derrica Dunn , Candace Gross . 
124 Cheerleading 
Leading the Raider crowd in a cheer for the football team 
is senior Nichole Blaede. 
Candace Gross cheers on the Red Raider Men's Basketball 
team. 
Hard work and practice make this stunt possible-Go NWC 
t 
Jun 
pe 
team 
etball 
ffi'C! 
Junior Kara DehmJow, busting a move during a halftime 
performance. 
.\lexandra Irwin does her part to make sure the team 
performs their best. 
' The 2003-2004 Dance team performing one of their 
routines during halftime at a Men 's Basketball game. 
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Hannah Vander Helm smiles big as the dance team performs for the 
crowd. 
Front Row: Ashley Dallman, Alexandra Irwin, Carly Miller, Aleisa 
Schat, Allison Roorda, Bailey Klyn. Back Row: Hannah Vander 
Helm, Miranda Brendel, Sarah Ehly, Crystal Woodford, Diane 
Aronson, Kara Dehmlow. 
Dance Team 125 
men's 
basketball 
NW Men's Basketball team made 
their six th straight national 
tournament appearance this year. The 
Basketball team was also named the 
GPAC Champions with a 14-4 
GPAC record. This years captains 
SOAR were seniors Nick Harthoorn and 
Marcus LeJoux. Leloux and Corey 
Winte1feld were voted I st Team All-
with a GPAC. Cody Kuipers was voted 2nd 
TeamAll-GPAC. Kyle Hiemstra was 
named Honorable Mention All-
purpose GPAC and Narthoorn was named an 
NAIA Academic All-American for 
the second year in a row. Along with 
many individual accomplishments, 
the Men's Basketball team ended 
their season with a winning record 
of twenty-two wins and only nine 
loses. 
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Honorable Mention All-GPAC Kyle Hiemstra jumps for the basket. 
126 Men's Basketball 
before another home game. 
GP. 
N 
lst 
IO 
>W. 
huddle 
Front Row: Grant Willits, Cody Kuipers, Corey Winterfeld, Marcus Leloux, Nick Harthoorn, 
Blayne Van Marel, Paul Elgersma. 2nd Row: Head Coach Kris Korver, Bruce Keizer, An-
drew Ortmeier, Eric Kruger, Blake Reinke, Tajuan Jackson, Dusty Meyn, Eli Ellis (manager). 
3rd Row: Coach Rick Clark, Coach Dave Schroeder, Karl Towns, Jeff Schaap, Kyle Hiemstra, 
Adam Carr, Zack Kruger. Back Row: Brady Woudstra (manager), Dan Hup, Kent Wallinga, 
Mike Van Engen. Not Pictured: Josh De Kok, Keith Seitstra, Brian Kelly 
Nick Harthoorn 
# 14 
"We had a lot of 
success on the 
basketball court, 
but what I will 
remember the most 
is how we came 
together as a team. 
I had a lot of fun 
working hard with 
a great bunch of 
guys." 
Captain Marcus Leloux prepares to pass the basketball to his teammate. 
Scoreboard 
Season 
GPAC 
NWC 
22-9 
14-4 
Pizza Ranch Tournament: 
78 67 Bellevue 
Taco John's Classic: 
102 77 Bethel (KS) 
GPAC Champions 
NAIANatioanl Tournament 
!st Round: 
100 103 Huntington (Ind.) 
Men's Basketball 127 
women's 
basketball v The focus for this years Women 's Basketball 
team was Romans 15 :5, "May the God who A gives endurance and encouragement give you ~ a spirit of unity among yourselves as you fol-
= ~ low Christ Jesus." Through ups and downs R e during the season, the team was faithful in ~ seeking unity as a team and in Christ. Senior OJ) 
..= ~ Kristy Schmidt reflected on the year saying, s OJ) ~ "The season was great! Everyone used the 
= = 0 0 gifts God gave them and gave their best ~ ~ effort... that's all that can be asked." Since the 
..= = GPAC is the strongest NAIA conference in I ~ ~ 
~ ~ the nation , the women had to work hard all ~ season in order to play their best at such a ·~ ~ T = ~ level. Head Coach Earl Woudstra was most 
= = 
impressed with "their willingness to work hard ~ 
~ every day in practice and the way they gave y 
= 
their very best effort in every game." The team 
~ was able to play in CaJjfornia over Christmas 
= ~ break, followed by a great streak of excellent 
play and teamwork. From mid-January to the 
end of the season the women went 8-2, de-
feating several quality opponents. 
Junior Carli Blom fights for the shot. Carli was GPAC Honorable Mention AJl-
Conference and an All-American Scholar Athlete. 
Lindsay Kropf prepares to pass the ball a teammate.Li 
say was GPAC 2nd Team All-Conference. 
another point for her team . 
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Front Row: Jennifer Woodford , Jenny Haub, Mary Kummerfeld, Lindsay Kropf, Stacy 
Friedrichsen, Laura Bahrke, Jackie Capler. Middle Row: Karen Doster (manager), Jaime Hoegh, 
Alison Zeeman, Jaime Woudstra, Kristy Schmidt, Carrie Stromley, Starr Boes, Leah Doster 
(manager). Back Row: Head Coach Earl Woudstra, Abby Meyn (manager), Tyann Meyer, 
Carli Blom, Amber Arens, Jacqueiine Kuyper, Jodi Van Ginkel, Katie Schnoes, Tami Meyer, 
Coach Jackie Olson 
Scoreboard 
Season 18-11 
GPAC 12-6 
NWC 
Pizza Ranch Classic: 
84 89 Univ. of Mary 
Sioux Falls Classic: 
71 53 Dickinson State 
Taco John' s/Subway Classic: 
78 54 Northwestern (MN) 
GPAC Quarter-finals: 
83 96 Concordia 
NAIA Nationally 
Ranked 22nd 
Senior Kristy Schmidt stays on her opponent, ready to steal the .ball. 
Jaime Woudstra 
#32 
"It was exciting 
to see our team 
develop as a 
team and play 
our best 
basketball at 
the end of the 
season." 
Women 's Basketball 129 
setting 
an 
example 
wrestling 
The Northwestern Wrestling team may 
have been young this year, but their 
success was not limited by their youth. 
Of the twenty-six men on the team, 
sixteen were freshmen, followed by 
seven sophomores, one junior, and two 
seniors. The team choose 1Timothy4: 12 
as their focus for the year: "Don't let 
anyone look down on you because you 
are young, but set an example for the 
believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith 
and in purity." This years captains were 
senior Ben Hummel, senior Nick 
Wellman, and sophomore John Suter. 
Seven wrestlers were national qualifiers 
this year, the second highest number in 
NW history. The team also won the 
NAIA Wrestling Team Sportsmanship 
Award, evidence of the distinction Christ 
makes in the lives of llis people. Proud 
of the team's success, captain Ben 
Hummel believes "the team really came 
through this year and accomplished a lot 
of great things." 
149 lb sophomore, John Suter, maintains control of his opponent. 
130 Wrestling 
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Freshman Tim Sprigg struggles out of his bottomstm 
165 lb National Qualifier, Jay Wood, seeks to gain 
of his opponent. 
- .... -~ 
Front Row: Matt Gibson, Roman Rozell, Seth Halford, Adam Mohr, Adam Halford, Tim 
Sprigg. 2nd Row: Head Coach Paul Bartlett, Trent Becker, John Suter, Scott Treft, Richie 
Thacker, Carl Mears, Beth Crabtree (manager). 3rd Row: Jay Wood, Cliff Miller, Jr., Corey 
Strornley, Chris Ernster, Justin Fisher, Matt Wenninger, Bill Detlor (student assistant). 4th 
Row: Nick Wellman, Ben Hummel , David Bray, Rich Meekhoff, Courtney Goodwin. 5th 
Row: Coach Keith Buss, Asa Fry, Austin Jacobsen, Jonathon Hoksbergen, Isaac Schmidt, 
Coach Aaron Schmidt 
Nick Wellman 
285lb 
"It was great to see 
such a young team 
respond so well 
and have as much 
success as we had. 
With only two se-
niors, I think we 
exceeded some ex-
pectations." 
Scoreboard Junior Jonathon Hoksbergen takes his man to the mat and holds him down for back points. 
stance. Season 5-7 
GPAC 2-2 
Duals: 
NWC 
6 40 Buena Vista 
28 23 Briar Cliff 
0 39 Augustan a 
33 15 D . Wesleyan 
6 31 Jamestown 
24 9 Wald01i/Dana 
26 27 Briar Cliff 
2nd in GPAC Meet 
7 National Qualifiers 
l control 
Wrestling 131 
we 
don't 
rebuild, 
we 
reload 
baseball V 
2004 was a tough year for the 
Northwestern Baseball team. The team's A 
head coach, Dave Nonnemacher, said the 
men played "in many games where we 
could have won it we could have come 
up with either a big offensive or defensive 
play. But the future us bright for the 
Raiders, as this is a young team with 
nowhere to go but up ." This year' s team 
included nine freshmen, six sophomores, 
five juniors, and five seniors, lead by 
senior Kelly Kleinhesselink and junior 
Dietrich Jache. While most of the games 
the team played were close to home (a 
dozen at Northwestern), they began their 
season with competition against six 
colleges in the Kansas/Missouri area. In 
May Coach Nonnemacher and seven 
players plan to serve the people of the 
Republic of Moldova through youth 
baseball clinics which will allow for 
opportunities to share the love of Christ 
to children in the local schools and 
orphanages. 
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NWC players on the bench watch with anticipation as the batter heads for first 
base. 
132 Baseball 
Catcher David Booth warming up with the pitcher before 
the game. 
Second baseman Ryan Fisher keeping a close eye on tlx 
ball. 
NWC players watching their team out on the diamrni 
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Front Row: Ryan Fisher, Tyler Sparks, Steve Beckman, Austin Sunde1man, Nathan Bosnam, Dusty 
Meyn. 2nd Row: Nie Boersma, Michael Janssen, Travis Ashman, Kelly Kleinhesselink, Dustin 
Hector, Brandon Rounds, Kurt Cline. 3rd Row: Kent Wallinga, Paul Menschner, Ben Kappers, 
Jacob Koerselman, Danny Hup. 4th Row: Asstant Coach Shannon Tesch, Ryan Jett, Dietrich 
Jache, Paul Heitritter, Nick Harthoom, David Booth, Neil Ranschau, Grant Lunning, Head Coach 
DaveNonnemacher. Not Pictured: Tom Pier. 
Scoreboard Sophomore Grant Lunning takes the plate and prepares for the hit. 
GPAC Garnes: 
NWC 
4 6 Concordia 
I 5 Concordia 
3 6 Dakota Wesleyan 
4 Dakota Wesleyan 
4 6 Doane 
5 6 Doane 
4 11 Morningside 
I 14 Morningside 
2 3 Sioux Falls 
0 6 Sioux Falls 
2 3 Midlanq Lutheran 
6 13 Midland Lutheran 
4 20 Dana 
7 6 Dana 
2 5 Mount Marty 
0 4 Mount Marty 
Dietrich J ache 
#4 
"This year was an 
exciting season for 
us with many ups 
and, unfotunatly, a 
few downs. Our 
team was very young 
and the future is 
getting brighter for 
the program." 
Baseball 133 
softball V 
Northwestern's softball team had a great season 
this year which is evident from their 14-8 GPAC 
record. This young team included ten freshmen, 
two sophomores, three juniors, and one senior. 
Head coach Melanie Mason said of the team: 
"We were very inexperienced in the beginning, 
but as our young players continued to get 
experience and learn from the older players, we 
really came together nicely. Our combination 
of veterans and youth really combined to form 
a solid team." Two of those veterans, Kelli 
Vermeer and C1istin VanderWeerdt, lead the team 
as captains. Vermeer said the "season was a lot 
of fun. It was a big adjustment getting used to a 
new team with so many young players, but we 
all enjoyed getting to know one another better 
throughout the season. We are a talented group 
with a lot of strengths." The team verse was 
Romans 12:11 which says to "never be lazy in 
your work, but serve the Lord enthusiastically." 
This was the desire of the 2004 softball team-
to serve the Lord and to serve each other-and 
their efforts paid off. 
While her teammates cheer her on, Alison Waggie hits the softball. 
134 Softball 
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Junior Stacy Friedrichsen pitches the ball in for a 
Stac 
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strike. 
Front Row: Brandi Redel, Jessica Stienstra, Cristin Vander Weerdt, Lisa Muilenburg, Kathi Chapin. 
2nd Row: Lisa Taylor, Michan Long, Ashley Ratliff, Megan McHugh, Alison Waggie, Andrea 
Martinez. 3rd Row: Asstant Coach Meagan Wallinga, Head Coach Melanie Mason, Kelli Vermeer, 
Stacy Fried1ichsen, Alicia Lovin, Laura Bahrke, Asstant Coach Renae Bahrke, Julie Goettsch. 
Scoreboard Laura Bahrke smacks the softball into the outfield. 
GPAC Games: 14-8 
NWC 
0 Hastings 
6 Hastings 
5 4 Morningside 
4 3 Morningside 
4 0 Mount Marty 
I 8 Mount Marty 
7 0 Dakota Wesleyan 
II 2 Dakota Wesleyan 
I 2 Midland Lutheran 
0 1 Midland Lutheran 
8 Sioux Fall s 
9 1 Sioux Falls 
2 Concordia 
2 9 Concordia 
5 3 Doane. 
10 I Doane 
4 0 Dordt 
4 5 Dordt 
8 Dana 
8 3 Dana 
0 Briar Cliff 
4 Briar Cliff 
Lisa Taylor 
#17 
"It's been exciting 
this year to see our 
team grow and 
mold together. 
The talent and 
determination, 
combined with the 
fact that we seem 
to never have a 
dull moment, has 
contributed to the 
success this 
season." 
Softball 135 
women's 
ready 
get set 
go! 
track & field 
The 2004 Women' s Track and Field team 
was led by seniors Katie Lichter and Beth 
Harding. Harding says the team has 
"shared a rich combination of both old 
talent and new talent this year. The old 
talent has seen refinement, while at the 
same time the young talent has been 
gaining momentum over the past season 
that will carry over into next year. 
Although track is generally viewed as an 
individual sport, the Northwestern track 
team has been striving to create a strong 
team presence of competitive partnership. 
Not only do we push each other on the 
track but we also enjoy each other both 
on and off the track." A significant 
strength for the women this year was the 
relay teams. The 4x800, which was 
composed of Nancy Koskamp, Beth 
Harding, Ashley Ruppert, and Miky la 
Dittman , has received All-American 
honors the past two years. 
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Front Row: Mary Kummerfeld , Shanna Vetter, Carmen Moss, Rachael Martin, 
Sheena Getty, Ashley Ruppert, Mikyla Dittman, Magdalene Biesanz, Crystal Drury, 
Heidi Drythout. Second Row: Laura Redig, Beth Harding, Megan Harding, Ethanie 
Wallinga, Stacy Kani s, Renee Yan Regenmorter, Kri sten Maakestad, Nancy 
Koskamp, Brittany Caffey, Al issa Ylonen . Back Row: Terika Raak. 
136 Women's Track & Field 
Senior Stacy Kanis in her blocks at the Dordt lndoormeet 
Heidi Drytbout and Carmen Moss pace each other 
their distance run . 
-~~~-----------------------------------
neet. Junior Ryan Musil high jumps over the bar. 
David Bleeker heading towards the fini sh line. 
druing Andrew Gun ter racing over the hurdles towards the finish. 
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men's 
track & field 
The 2004 Men 's Track and Field team 
was led by seniors Karlton Hector and 
Brent Arnold. Head Coach Michael 
Reed said, "The men's team is very 
young-most ly fre shmen and 
sophomores. The strength of the men 's 
team is in the throwers." Competing 
in the shot put, discus, and javelin this 
year was Phil Brinks, Nick Fynaardt, 
Andrew Ortmeier, and Paul Elgersma 
and all performed well. Brinks 
qualified for nationals in the discus and 
Fynaardt qualified for shot put. This 
year' s team competed in nine college 
invites, one relay meet, and both the 
indoor and outdoor GPAC 
Championships. The NAIA Outdoor 
National Championship will be held 
at the end of May in Louisville, 
Kentucky. 
ready 
get set 
go! 
Front Row: Michael Vermeer, Brent Arnold, Kevin Ulmer, Jeffrey Petersen, Daniel 
Lichter, Robbie Cundy. Second Row: Jeremy Ledeboer, Kyle Bahrke, Bryce 
Becker, Andrew Gunter, Kraig Van Dyke. Third Row: Zackary Kruger, Bradley 
Waddle, Michael Christians, David Bleeker, Jacob Dawson. Fourth Row: Nicholas 
Fynaardt, Paul Elgersma, Philip Brinks, Andrew Ortmeier, Brad Cave, Ryan Musil. 
Men ' s Track & Field 137 
tee 
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up 
women's golf 
Although some of the golfers had 
injuries during the fall and spring 
seasons, this year 's women's golf 
team had some great 
accomplishments. The team 
competed in a total of twelve meets, 
placing 3rd at two meets, 41h at three 
meets, 511i at two meets, 61h at three 
meets, 7i1i at one meet, and 81h at one 
meet. They also got the sixth lowest 
ever team score at Northwestern and 
a couple of the golfers had their all-
ti me low rounds of their golfing 
career. Senior Melanie Coulter led 
the team as it's captain this year. 
Coulter was also an NAIA Scholar 
Athlete along with Junior Brooke 
Wissler. Head Coach Harold Hoftyzer 
said the "team enjoyed one another, 
grew in their faith, and were a true 
joy to their coach." 
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Front Row: Melanie Coulter, DeAnna Anema, Rebecca Fonkert, Brooke Wissler, 
Kara Yan De Berg. Second Row: Head Coach Harold Hoftyzer, Ash ley Meek.ma, 
Stephanie Hague, Jessica De Haan, Randi Barge, Jennifer Freeman . 
138 Women 's Golf 
Becca Fonkert checks her shot before she putts the ball. Sen 
Senior Paul Clemens swinging his nine iron. 
1g. Ryan Anema prepares to send the ball over the water. 
Brett Boote enjoying a day on the course. 
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men's golf 
This was an exciting year for the 
men's golf team as they were able 
to place fourth at the GPAC meet, 
which lead them to compete in the 
NAIA Region IV meet here in 
Orange City in May. At the Regional 
meet, the team scored a 934 and tee 
received fourth place-an exciting 
way to end the season. In the spring, it 
the team competed in a total of four 
invitationals. During the fall season, 
the men competed rn five up 
invitationals , including the Briar 
Cliff Invitational where they 
received first place with a school 
record of 282. Sophomore T.J. 
Korver was an individual medalist 
and got the school record with a 
score of 67. This year's NAIA 
Scholar Athletes were seniors Ryan 
Anema and Paul Clemens. 
Back Row: Paul Clemens, Head Coach Mark Bloemendaal, Brett Boote. Front 
Row : Aaron Aberson, Ryan Anema, Daniel Laaveg.Not Pictured:Eli Elli s, Brad 
Mickel son, Corey Winterfeld , Kyle Osborne, Brady Baker, Beau Elli s, Mark 
Fleagle, Theodore (T.J.) Korver. 
Men's Golf 139 
lacrosse 
Northwestern's 2004 Lacrosse president Michael 
Brunner described this year's team as" nineteen 
guys who have grown to love the sport of 
Lacrosse-guys from every grade, from incoming 
freshmen to outgoing seniors." Lacrosse was not 
even a sport at Northwestern until last year; so 
even though the team has yet to win a game, they 
are learning more about the sport, how to play as 
a team, and are getting really excited for that much 
anticipated win they are hoping for next year. 
Speaking on behalf of the team, captain John 
Ranney said, "We did not finish as well as we 
would have liked to , but we had a great time 
playing with one another. We are right on the edge 
of becoming a really good team, and I think that 
we will be a very competitive group next year." 
The team is also lead by Tony Rodriguez. The 
team is really excited about how far they have 
come in the past two years and are looking forward 
to next year. Burnner says, " Northwestern 
Lacrosse exists to be competitive, play outstanding 
Lacrosse, have fun and show Christ to the world 
through the use of competitive sports and the 
talents He has blessed us with." 
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2004 Lacrosse Team: Michael Brunner, Justin Wolfswinkel , Daniel Taylor, Joshua 
Van Roekel, Daniel Moore, Aaron Zierman, Luke Vanderzyden , John Ranney, 
Aaron Thomas , Michael Schrueder, Benjamin Vanderzyden, Matthew Schuring, 
Steven Meyer, Douglas Walters, Benjamin Crabtree, Steven Wiltjer, Michael 
Smit, Bryce Nelson, Brian Kapka, Tony Rodriguez, Joshua Bearss. 
140 Lacrosse 
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disc golf 
The student-established disc golf course on the 
breathtaking campus of Northwestern College grows 
in popularity each academic year. The simple game 
is very similar to traditional golf, and is enjoyed by 
guys and gals campus-wide. The game in a nutshell: 
get your disc from the tee-off to the designated pole 
using as few throws as possible. Perhaps the love 
shown by the disc golfers says the rest: 
-! like disc golf because it is awesome. 
-Disc golf allows me to throw things without getting 
in trouble for it. 
-Sometimes I almost hit people with my disc; it 's so 
dangerous. 
-I've skipped class for disc golf; and I'm not even 
ashamed. 
-Sometimes people make fun of me for how poorly l 
play disc golf; but then l remember that l am having 
much more fun than they are and that I'm probably 
cooler than them . 
There it is folks. Disc golf is where it's at. 
by Brandon Miller (guest writer) 
Jacob Galloway, Solomon Davis, and Joel Watters playing a game of Di sc Golf on 
the NW Green. 
Disc Golf 141 
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Orientation weekend 
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After weeks of vacation it came time to think about school 
again. The Orientation Staff, whose theme this year was 
"Step Up" came to school a week early to begin preparing 
for Orientation weekend. Robyn Doornenbal , co-leader 
with Peter Boerema stated, "Being on orientation is a lot 
of work, but it is rewarding at the end." Their work was 
noticed and appreciated. An excited freshman, Christy 
Moss exclaimed, "I was nervous corning to a new school, 
but with all the fun events and nice people, I didn ' t miss 
home at all." And not just the Orientation Staff went to 
work, there was also many students that volunteered to 
be on SMILE (Student Move In Leadership) team. These 
students helped move-in the freshmen. Sophomore 
Ashley Ratliff commented, "I think every freshmen in 
Coly lives on the third floor! " After all the work and 
time spent on orientation, many people agreed that 
everything was successful and made the beginning of 
the year fun. 
0-Staff members : left to right, ls 
Row: ·Jeremy L ede boer, Dusti 
Heino, Tosha Top, Lindsey Neuhrinr 
Molly Tonne, Megan Blunck, Brar 
don Miller. 2nd Row: 
Kayla Davidson, Liza Tegeler, Bria 
Piper, Rachel Menke, Adam Halfor1 
Rosalyn DeHaan, Erin Piehl, KiJr 
berly Pals, Aundrea Rott, Micha. 
Nelson, Amber Krauth. 3rd Ro11 
Jennifer Tj eerd sma, Rach, 
Prochaska, Angie Johnson , Trac 
Scott, Ryan Simmelink, Cristina Kif 
Ryan Holt , Rac helle Cook, Arr 
Goodrich, Jacquelyn Carlson. 41 
Row: Peter Boerema, Joel Scholte 
Emilee Seve rso n , Douglas V. 
Zanten , Kevin Ulmer, Isai. 
Lockard , Hephzibah Dutt, Rob~ 
Doornenbal 
Not Pictured: Melissa Tagg, 
Andrea Price. 
Psalm 89:15 "Blessed are those who have learned to acclain 
you, who walk in the light of your presence, 0 Lord." 
Right : Sophomores Alex Irwin, 
Monica Pearson, and Carly Miller put 
their smiles on to match their 
President Murphy t-shirts. Miller 
smirked, "I think these shirts will 
attract all the new freshmen." 
Middle right: Jen Tjeerdsma, 
Ryan Holt, and Ryan Simmelink 
stand in line to put the freshman 
packets together. 
Far right: The 0-Show boys, also 
know as N'STEP: Ryan Holt, Bran-
don Miller, Joel Scholten, Doug Van 
Zanten , and Mike Nelson sing 
"U+Me=Us" to all the ladies. 
t, 1st 
us tin 
hring, 
iBran-
Brian 
]ford, 
Kim-
chael 
Row: 
achel 
Tracy 
!l Kiel, 
Amy 
. 4th 
1olten, 
; Van 
·saiah 
~obyn 
. !:um 
Right: Junior 
Rachel Menke 
sang and acted 
as Britney 
Spears with a 
hip shaking 
dance , and 
ended by 
pointing to the 
audience to 
tell them, 'Tm 
not that 
innocent." 
uJ 
\J 
z 
4 
D 
Right: 
Freshmen 
bigail Nedrud 
and Karen 
Doster boogie 
e night away. 
Right: Junior 
Joshua Zlystra and 
freshman Carmen 
Moss paired up for 
a slow song. 
146 Homecoming 
Left: Janell Bly, 
Amber Nebelsick, 
Emily Kooistra, 
Jennifer Tjeerdsma. 
Kari Tjeerdsma, an 
Jennifer Swenson 
ca.me to the dance 
with crimped hair 
and stylishly 
mismatched outfit~ . 
from the music to talk. 
Above: Despite the cold weather Freshman Sam Halford, Juni or Justin Derry. a: 
sophomore Tony Hofteizer show their red raider pride by painting their stomact Abo 
Below: As the rest of the crowd sits to watch the game, sophomore LeeArc 
Arndt, stands alone in the stands to cheer on the football team as they gain 
yards on a play. 
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Above: The Raider fans cheer as the football 
1eam scores a touch-down against USF. 
Right: Seniors Joshua Perkins and Anna Friese 
'mileafterthey are crowned Homecoming Ki ng 
and Queen at Thursday night's coronat ion. 
Below: The me mbers of th e 2003 
Homecomin g Co urt goof aro und . Court 
members included: Paul Clemens, Jason Grow, 
Jason Holtgrewe, Shad i Aw wad, Joshu a 
Perki ns, Anna Friese, Jenni fe r Tjeerdsma, 
Jessica Mueller, Magdalene Biesanz, and Kelly 
Engelkes. 
JJoM c COM INc:;' 
.. E:>u 1 LDI N~ oN T 12.ADITloN" 
6TUD!;_NT6 Cl;_Ll;_E>QATI;_ DUR.IN<:;' .LJoMi;.CoMIN<:;' 
\\Ji;.i;.K., <:;'AM!;_, AND .LJoMi;.CoMIN<:;' DANci;. 
H o meco ming week pro v ided s tude nts 
with a va ri e t y of fun o pp o rtuniti es. 
A c ti v iti e s in c lud e d : th e H o meco min g 
dan ce, the foo tba ll ga me, M o rnin g o n 
th e Gree n , th e Roommat e G a m e, 
c oron a ti o n , a nd Airband . 
In a dditi o n , many alumni w e r e 
welco med back fo r the weeke nd . Se ni o r 
C ara P arlime nt s ta ted , " It w as rea ll y ni ce 
to see some of my fri e nd s tha t g radua ted 
las t yea r ." 
Pe rh a ps o ne of th e m os t po pul a rl y 
atte nd ed events was the a nnu a l Airba nd 
c onte s t. Juni o r Jami e On g n a w as 
in vo lved in th e "Bill y Goa ts Gruff R a p" 
and s a id , " I s t a rt e d t o ge t a littl e 
nervo us w he n they k e pt a ddin g mo re 
ch a ir s t o th e gy m ." Juni o r S ara h 
Vi ss ch e r d e clare d , " The Piz z a Hut/ 
R a nc h g roup was re all y c reative . I was 
gl ad to find o ut they won. " In seco nd 
place ca me the boys g roup of N ewsies 
a nd the S is te r Ac t medley took thi rd. 
Th e d a nce was a lso we ll a tte nde d . 
Se ni o r E mil y K oois tra e xc la imed , " I jus t 
had a bl as t. I find d a nces a re mo re fun 
w hen yo u can dress up a nd act crazy with 
your fri e nds ." 
All in a ll , H o mecoming was a week of 
fun a nd e n te rt a inm e nt. Sophomo r e 
Jennife r H o itink s ta te d , "I took a lo ng 
nap afte r a lack of s leep with a ll of the 
eve nts I a tte nded , but it w as we ll wo rth 
it. " 
Above: The winning group, iJ1ciuding Ryan Holt, Caleb 
Ingersoll, Tosha Top. Joel Scholten. and Kendall Stanislav, do a 
mix of songs co!ll eteing between Pizza Ranch and Pizza Hut. 
Homecoming 14 7 
Parent~ Weekend 
-Jim and gharon grnit~ ~ 
Orange City were 
narned2003 
Northwedern C.olleg~ 
Parent~ of the Year. n 
grnit'~ have five childr~ 
"Our parent~ de~erve il 
award. not becau!;e t~ 
are perfect parent~ O' 
have perfect kid!;. bul 
becau~e they have giV€ 
u~ a gift much greate· 
an example of trud in o. 
perfect Lord ... wrote 
Andrea and Maria in tte 
nomination letter. 
Jim and gharon werE 
pre~ented with the 
Parent~ of the Year 
Award during halftime 
the weekend 
f ootballgarne. 
Above: The gmil:c; family from left to right: Angela. Andrea and gi:eve 1-lydeen. Melinda. gharon. 
Maria. Jim. and Joel. 
Below: Even though the weather wac;n '!: !:hat warm during Parent'c; 
Weekend . many parenl:c; came out to c;upporl: the football team play 
againc;l: gioux F'.allc;. gophomore football manager Amy OHen dated. 
"if il: wac;n 't for the carmel rice cric;py bare;. cookiec;. and lemonade 
the parenl:c; bring uc; every Thurc;day . we'd never win a game." 
148 Parents Weekend 
Below: During the weekend the choirc; performed a co 
for the parenl:c;. Junior Jolynne Nilc;on exclaimed. 
Parente; Concert ic; my favorite of the year because al 
parenl:c; come to c;upporl: uc;." 
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JV\ la t e JaV\1.-1af"y it vvas tiW\ e fol" the 
sibliV\9s to joiV\ the if" old el" sibliV\9s f Of" a vveekeV\d 
of f 1.-1V\. SophOW\Of"e T aV\ya Zvvald e.xclaiW\ed, 
" )love haviV\9 W\}I siste"" hef"e. W e alvvays have 
J""im• Jo1··da "' a "d f1·•e sh""' a " D a "'ie lle Do""'bie 1 ..e 1·· ha d the i1·' 
faW1ily di""e '" a t the Pizza 'Ra " c h B.,. ffe t. Jo1··da" s t a t e d, "Yes, 
we all look the sa ""'e. J, howe v e 1", a "" "'ot fe""'ale." 
hostedthe Kids C af"V\iv al, aV\d a lso a sibliV\9s 
9aW\e, M a tthevv Wef"tz COV\ Cet• t , aV\d ice 
skatiV\9. SophOW\O f"e Joy D eV\ t-l af" to9 
COW\W\eV\ted, "6ve V\ tho1.-19h ) didV\'t have a sibliV\9 
hef"e, ) vveV\t skatiV\9 aV\d had a blast." 
:he1"e sa Kooi""' a " o."d he 1" 
o"si" K o. tie got b"'"'dled "'P 
do1·e 9 oi'"9 o._.t i" t he c old 
·o ,..,.,,a l<. e a S1'\0\N"1"\ a i'\ . 
J"'" i 0 , .. 
L i z a 
T e9 l e 1" 
h e lps a 
little 9 i1" l 
do so""'e 
fishi"-9 a t 
the k ids 
Matthew We~·+ ca""'e a"'d g a v e 
a f,.ee co"'ce"t o"' F"iday "'i9ht. 
Vi ssche" 
e;x:c lai""'ed, "H e was so f l;\"' to 
liste "' to. t-le was a lways t e lli"'9 
fV\"'"'Y s toies i"' betwee"' so"'9s." 
Sopho""'o''e .A" 9ela Va" Vee " took 
h e 1" f 1.•i e "d Joly""e Nilso" 's sist e 1·' 
a •'O"'"d the sko.ti"9 •'i"k with he 1". 
F1"esh""'o.'" .t'\biE1a il N e d1·•.,.d, 6.""'ily f-lo e k e ""'a, o.1"d 
Ch1·•ist i"e c::::;ee1 .. tse ""' a t a k e o. b1"eo.k f1"0""' 
swi""'""'i'"EI t o s""'ile fo1·• the ca""'e 1··a. 
Sibling Weekend 149 
BALLROOM DANCE 
AFTER TWO WEEKS 
OF DANCE LE SSONS, THE 
COUPLES WERE READY 
TO DRESS UP AND 
BALLROOM DANCE TO A 
LIVE PERFORMANCE BY 
THE JAZZ BAND ON 
FEBRUARY 14 
VALENTINE's DAY 
"l'VE NEVER DONE 
BALLROOM DANCING 
BEFORE, BUT I 
THOUGHT IT WAS 
GREAT, EVERYONE SEEMED 
TO BE HAV ING FUN," 
EXCLAIMED FRESHMAN 
SUE WINTER S. THERE 
WAS A MIX OF WALTZ, 
POLKA, AND SWING 
SONGS TO DANCE TO 
DURING THE THREE 
HOUR DANCE. 
150 Ballroom Dance 
LEFT JUNllOR DANIEL JOHNSTON AND 
SOPHOMORE KALI CARROLL TOOK A 
BREAK AND WATCHED OTHERS 
DANCE FOR AWHILE. 
ABOVE: CALEB INGERSOLL AND FIANCE DIANE 
WECKLE GIVE THE CAMERA A QUICK SMILE 
BEFORE CONTINUING THE WALT Z 
ABOVE: HERE THE JAZZ BAND 
M EMEBERS ARE PLAYING A SWING 
SONG. JUNIOR BAND MEMBER 
MELISSA BUTLER COMMENTED, 
'SWING JS MY FAVORITE TO PLAY 
BECAUSE IT'S UPBEAT AND FUN.' 
LEFT FRESHMAN DARYN DOCKTER 
AND CANDACE GROSS SMILE AT 
EACH OTHER AFTER DARYN SPUN 
HER AROUND. DOCKTER 
COMMENTED, 'SURE, YOU COULD 
SAY J'M A GREAT DANCER, I JUST 
TOOK LESSONS FOR TWO WEEKS, 
OF COURSE I WOULD BE." 
Sorr-1 
h.1d ( 
tean-
High School Leadership Conference 
"Dar ihg t o St ahci " was 
t he tit le of this year's 
high schoo I leaciersh ip 
cohf erehce. The 
co hf erehce was put oh 
fo r stuciehts that 
waht to ~ake a 
ciiffer ehce ih their 
school . church. ahci 
co~~U hi ty . /\IU~h i 
.._,._....,_J Chuck IViul ligah. pastor 
at New Hope. was the 
keyhote speaker. 
There were workshops. 
activ ities . ahci 
ehtertaih~eht hosted 
by both facul ty ahci 
s t uciehts at NVvC. 
The studeht leadership COhhhhlttee: Ahge la Trudeau. Tihhothy Truesde ll. Lihdsey Petersoh. 
Sarah Huibregtse. ahd Shadi Awwad 
Sotrieof t he studeht 's favori te act1vites were the challehges they 
haci oh 1::riday hight ahd Saturday a-fterhooh. Here. ohe of t he t hree 
~earris worked together to create a puzz le. 
1 1 Don t let anyone look down on 
you because you are young. be 
ah exah1p le to al l believers in 
what you teach. in t he way you 
live. in your love. your faith. ahci 
your purity. 11 
""' 1 Timothy 4 : 12 
(theme verse for t he weekend) 
High School Leadership Conference 151 
In November .the Student Activities Council 
attempted a re-make of the hit TV show American 
Idol. Ten contestants competed for the NW Idol 
title and $ 5 00 prize money in three nights of 
competition. While judges critiqued the singers. 
the votes made by students online decided who 
moved on. 
Right: Female 
conte.s:tants:: 
As:hle.y 
Dallman. Jaimi 
Joneson. 
Chrys:tan 
Fuller. Katy 
Keese. Liza 
Tegler and 
Emily Kooistra 
sing "summer 
nights: .. from 
Grease. 
Above.: Wade De.Vries: waits: patiently with 
Katy Ke.es:e and hosts: Ryan Simmelink and 
Ryan ~olt for the announcement of his: win of 
the first Northwes:te.rn Idol. 
Above: Wade De.Vries: 
swooned the ladies: 
with the song. "It ~ad 
To Be You ... 
On the final night. 
guest singer Jesse 
Aguilera performed 
a mix of songs 
152 NWC Idol 
The four guy 
contes:tants::Ste.phen 
Pike.. Wade. Devries:. 
Paul Clemens:. and 
Keith Siets:tra sing 
together. 
Left:Judge.s: 
Jennifer 
McAlpine, 
ere.gory 
Scheer. and 
Jamey Durham 
listen carefully 
to the songs: 
before giving 
their input. 
Liza Tegeler sings 
"All You Wanted . .. 
a hit song by 
Michelle Branch 
L e ft : 
M an y 
people , 
enjoyed 
t h • 
s:ong c 
s:ung by 
finalicl 
K a t y 
Kees:a. 
Stephen Pike ~ingr 
both part:~ of a 
duet from t:ht 
movie Moulin 
Rouge 
Ric;u 
L 
~ 
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\V1NT~J2. FORMAL 
Once again , Northwestern had a good turn out for the 
annualWinter Formal. Students came with friends or with 
dates to dance, mingled , and ate snacks in the Bultman Center .. 
Sophomore Alexandra Irwin exclaimed, " It was such a blast 
dressing up and dancing with my date ." others, like senior 
Cara Parliament, decided to go with a group of friends and 
tried a new, unique look, "none of us had the time to get all 
fa ncy or had dates, so we decided to be different from 
everyone and wear mjni skirts and ties." Whatever people 
were comfortable wearing, there were many smiles all over 
the dance floor. . 
~ F12.~UM1;.N ilR16TIN b..R.ici6oN. b.MILY Llo[.;J(i;.MA .. ~i;.c,-AN V AN Prn12.61;.M.6UA1;.LYN E>ouMA.. 
b.LJZAi>GU Q.i;_yN!;.N AND ilATli;. 6ANDl>ULT!;. C,-1;.T IN A LIN!;. AND DANC!;. TOC,-1;.Tl.i i;.R TO Tl.ii;. '"cl.IA Cl.IA 
.IUD!;. 
12ic;ur:CouPLLl 
L I ll'. i;_ 
~12A 
E>A11.K'.i;. 12. AND 
JUNIOR I( Y L!;. 
I) A U 12. ll'. !;. 
01:.CID !;.D TO 
CUANc;i;. T!.llNC,-6 
JP A LITIL!;. !!>IT 
AND 6PIN 
iU RINC1A fl;.\\/ 
:ioNc;b. 
6 1NC,-6 ALON(," \\/ITU 
Tl.Ii;. 60NC,- TO 
6Ci;.RINAD!;. Tl.ii;. 
~ F RLlWMAN LloLL Y ConoN AND 60P!.IOMORi;. 
~ONICA Pi;.AR60N C,-RAE> WOLD OF Tl.ii;.IR DATLl. 
60Pl.IOMOR!;. f?R!;. NT PAUL6!;.N AND 61;.NIOR 
J ONATI-IAN JACl<'.'.60N. 
~,JUNIOR \\Ji;.NDY \\JU1Ti;. AND 6oPUOMORi;. 
LloLLY DARR Di;.CID!;. TO C,-0 E>All'.C IN TIMI;. \\/ITU 
Tl.ii;.IR MID!;.\/AL DRLl6Ll. 
~: JUN IOR CA661AU r.2.A6MU66!;.N.DR!;.\\/ 
VAND!;.R\\/!;.RFf. 61;.NIOR T RA\/16 r.2.16\/0 LD. AND 
JUNIOR Q.i;.e.i;.ccA F ANN IN(," TAlli;. A E>Ri;.All'. 
FROM DANCINC,- TO P06i;. FOR A PICTUR6.. 
Winter Formal 153 
FOR TU[;. 6[;.COND Y~R IN A RO\V, ~ R. Q[;.D ~ID[;.R \VA6 A B>I<::;" UIT 
FOR N\VC 6TUD[;.NT6. flV[;. JUNIOR AND 6[;.NIOR <::;"UY6 COMPU[;.D 
FOR TU[;. TIT[;.L ~ICUA[;.L ~CURrnD[;.J<.. JU6TIN l!..u1P[;.R6, JLl6[;. 
~UIL[;.RA, ~RANDON QouND6. AND CuAD D[;_ JAc::;-[;.J<.. A TAL[;.NT 
CONTLlT. 6\VIM6UIT AND FORMAL \V~R COMP[;.TITION6. AND ON-TU[;.-
6POT OULlTION6 COMPL[;.T[;.D TU[;. 6UO\V. 
Lkn: JUNIOR 612.ANDON fv11u.£R 
AND 6oPUOMORb:. J o c:.L 
6cuOLTb:.N D~b:.D IN TUJ<Ll A:, 
TUb:.Y \\/b:.Rb:. TU C:. UO-'>T-'> OF TUC:. 
Nl<;"UT. 
Lkn: Tue:. F1\/c:.coNTLlTC:.NT-'>. tv11cuAc:.L 
6cuRurnc:.12.. CuAD De:. JAi;-c:.12.. Ju-'>TIN 
K'..u1Pb.R-'>. Ji;._.,_.,i;. Ai;-u1Lb.RA. AND 
E>RADNON fZouND-':>, LINb. UP AND <;"RAE!> 
k>TUb.Y ANXIOU-'>LY \\/AIT TO Ub.AR \\/UO 
\\/k> <;"OIN<;" TO \\/IN. A MINUTb. LATb:.R 
Ji;:__.,_.,i;. A<;°UILb.RA \\/A:, CRO\\/Nb.D TUb. 
-':>b.COND tv112.. Q.i;.D r:2.A1Db.l2.. 
Ae.o\/'-: F 012. TUC:. TALb:.NT PORTION. CUAD De:. 
J Ai;-c:.12.. \\/u o \\/k> tv1 12.. Cuu12.cUMAN. -'>UO\\/c:.D Tue:. 
AUDlb:.NCb:. UO\\/ UC:. COULD UANDLb:. TUC:. MANY 
k>Pb:.CT-'> OF A CUURCU -':>b:.R\/ICb:. ALL ATTUb:. -'>AMC:. 
TIMb:.. E>c;.u:I\\/: tv1 12.. b.ui;-i;.Ni;. Nb.RD. 
AL-'>0 l<'..NO\\/N A-'> tv1 ICUAb.L 
6cURb.UDb.R Db.CIDb.D TU AT 
-':>U-':> Pb.NDb.R-'> W b:.Rb.A <;"OOD 
LOOI<'.. FOR UI-'> CUARACTb.12.. 
E>c;.u:I\\/: JU-':>TIN K'..u1Pb:.R-'>, AL-'>O l<'..No\\/t.J A:, 
tv1R. OuTDOOR-'>MAN e>Rou i;-uT ALON<;" U I-'> 
Fl -':>UIN<;" POLb:. k> AN ACCb:.-':>ORY FOR TUC:. 
-':>\\/IM-'>UIT COMPb:.TITION. 
154 Mr. Red Raider 
Ae.o\/'-:J b:.-'>-':>b. A<;°UILb.12.A k> fv112.. 6UPb.RMODb.L 
TOOi<'.. TUb. IDb.A FROM TUb. MO\/lf;. Z ooLANDb.12.. 
AND IN UI-':> -':>NAl<'..Lll<'..IN PANT-'> UC:. UAD A RUN\\/AY 
CONTb.-'>T A<;"AIN-':>T PROFb.6-':>0 R tv1 1T CUb.LL 
K'..1N-':><;"INb:.l2.. AFTb.R A Fb.\\/ ROUND-'> AND UA\/IN<;" 
Pb.R-'>ONAL TRAINb.R-'> AROUND TO Ub.LP UIM OUT. 
fv112.. 6uPb.RMODb:.L CAM b. OUT \\/ITU A VICTORY. 
Ae.o\/'-: E>RANDON fZouND-'> \\/k> fv112.. f lFTU 
Yb.Al2.. AND FOR TU b. TALb.NT PART OF TIK 
PA<;"b.NT Ub. -':>AN<;" LI-'> A -':>ON<;" AE!>OUT UI-'> \\/b.INl::.12. 
DO<;". 
.., 
-------
saceuencs 
genior Marilyn g1:oneman and Junior Ashley 
Mastbergen pose for an old fashion photo. 
\ 
Competition was wild al: !:he Northwestern 
Western. 
The gAc. put: on rnan~ event:~ t:hi~ fall . gorne of 
t:ho ~e event:~ were: The Roornrnat:e Garne. the 
Wedern. and Ult:irnat:e Garne~. gophornore 1-leidi 
Burdine dated. "I can"t: believe how daring ~orne of 
the dudent:~ were for the ult:irnat:e game~. gt:icking 
rn~ head in a toilet: i~n ·t: exact:!~ rn~ idea of fun ... 
Five se t s of roommates lined up for !:he Roommate Game to com-
pete on who knew each other !:he best. 
All of !:he girls listen to to hear-
ing !:he rules and instructions of 
!:he games . 
gophomore Chad Benson. 
gets nervous before put-
ting his head in !:he toilet for 
par!: of !:he competition. 
._... .:"< IS~~Y<~l!!lllr .• -
. 
gophomore basketball players Paul t:lgersma . 
Adam Carr. Dustin gchroeder are all smiles !:ha!: 
instead of themselves. Gran!: Willits has to go in 
!:he pool of vinegar. 
SAC Events 155 
STUDENT LED GROUPS 
THERE ARE LOTS OF WAYS TO GET 
INVOLVED AT NORTHWESTERN_ THIS 
YEAR, A FEW NEW GROUPS STUCK OUT: 
COOKIE DAY, TASTERS CHOICE MOMENTS 
FOR GUYS, AND THE HUB_ 
COOKIE DAY IS RUN BY RACHEL 
MENKE, WHO MAKES COOKIES EVERY 
THRUSDAY_ SHE STARTED IT AS A WAY 
TO GET THE PEOPLE IN THE PLEXES TO 
HAVE AN ACTIVITY, BUT IT SPREAD LIKE 
WILDFIRE. FRESHMAN RYAN PESCHEL 
FROM COLY EXPLAINED, "IT'S AWESOME, 
HOLY COW, THERE IS NO BETTER WAY 
TO SPEND A THURSDAY NIGHT" 
THE TASTERS CHOICE MOMENTS OF 
COLY IS A SMALL GROUP OF GUYS THAT 
MEET EVERY MORNING FOR SOME FRESH J E S S E 
CUPS OF COFFEE AND FELLOWSHIP TO S P 0 R R E R 
START THEIR DAY. R E L A X E S 
LASTLY. THE HUB IS A SNACK BAR ON THE 
AND HANG-OUT PLACE FOR THE GIRLS C 0 U C H 
OF FERN TO GO EVERY NIGHT FRESHMAN WITH A 
ALYSSA BARR SAID, "SOMETIMES YOU COFFEE IN 
JUST NEED A STUDY BREAK AND NEED HIS HAND_ 
TO PLAY GAMES, AND SO I GO TO THE 
HUB!" 
THERE ARE MANY OTHER GROUPS 
THAT PEOPLE HAVE STARTED, SUCH AS 
"SURVIVOR NIGHT" FROM THE REALITY 
SHOW. ALL OF THEM HAVE BEEN GREAT 
WAYS TO BRING COMMUNITY TO THE 
STUDENTS_ 
AROUND A TABLE OF COOKIES, JACOB GALLAWAY. DANIEL LAAVEG, 
LINDSEY NUEHRING, LINDSEY BROUWER. MICHAEL NELSON, MICHAEL 
VERMEER, KEVIN ULMER, RACHEL MENKE, TOSHA TOP, AND EMILEE 
SEVERSON_ 
156 Student Groups 
-
ALL THE RA'S TAKE 
TURNS "WORKING' 
AT THE HUB_ HERE 
RA AHNADA 
RUTENBECK HANGS 
OUT WITH SOME 
GIRLS FROM 2ND 
SOUTH, CHRISTY 
Moss , JOLYNNE 
NILSON , SARAH 
WALLACE, AND JOY 
DEN HARTOG, AS 
THEY PLAY TRIBOND. 
NICHOLAS BOERSMA. GRANT 
LUNNING. THOMAS PIER, AND 
JESSE SPORRER. REGULARS OF 
THE TASTERS CHOICE GROUP, 
MANAGE TO SMILE FOR A 
PICTURE IN THE MORNING 
WITH THEIR CUPS OF COFFEE 
LUNNING STATED, "IT'S NOR-
MALLY THE FOUR OF US, BUT 
SOMETIMES WE GET SOME 
SPECIAL GUESTS TO JOIN us.' 
JUNIO RS 
S AR AH 
VISSCH ER 
A N D 
JENNI FER 
VAN DER 
MA AT EN 
ARE ALL 
I s MIL E! 
ABOUT THE 
CHOCOLATE 
Jc H I P 
COOKIES. 
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6 Pr1G6 te R~ht 
On Maroh 20, many Northweet6rn College e'tlJdente 
" gathered for a ohanoo to win prlz6e and money at 1lw Prloo 
" le Right. 1lw SAC preeented th6 game juet like th6 1V 
ehow. Chr!etoph6r Jaoo1'oon wae the hoet of the ehow thle 
II 
year. Sophomore Sarah Ehly etated, If I wae ploked to go 
I 
on etage, I would ve kleeea hie ohook like all th6 g!rle do with 
11 I 
Bo1' Barker for good luokl May1'e more poople ehould ve 
I 
oone!d6r6d Ehly e Idea, 1'ooaU66 th6 luok of th6 oont6etante 
I 
wru;n t good. 1lw only prize wlnnere were from Pbnko and th6 
Showoaee Showdown. But to 1'eneflt more etud6nte, namee 
were drawn for 16~ over prlz6e . 
Sorihomore Gran-i; W111Jte raaee ~"!; "!;he cloak to 
match up "!;he prlaee wtt;h "!;he prlz6e. 
Unfprtunately, he aot -i;wo of them wrone, eo he 
d!dn t {let 1ih6 prize. W111Jte commented, I e"t;!ll had 
fun playlne. 
Contee"t;ante 
Emily 
Koo16"tra, 
Emily Recher, 
Chrl6 Erneter, 
ana Rachelle 
Cook look to 
for help on 
"!;heir vltle. 
The moo"!; 
popular Viti 
WM $1_ 
The hoe"!;, Chrletopher Jaaoveon 
expla!ne "!;he (3atn6 to "!;he audlenae 
SAC Events 157 
As the year comes to an end , there are still fun events for students 
to attend. Some of the most popular include Ballyhoo and 
LAMROF. This year Ballyhoo included an aITay of musical 
talents, as well as comedy and dancing. Freshman Theresa 
Kooiman commented, "I didn ' t know that so many students had 
that kind of talent, I was really impressed." LAMROF took a 
different spin this year with its theme "In Da Club." Junior Jacob 
Mohr was the DJ forthe night and part of a dancing 'spin-off.' 
Sophomore Kelly Haack stated, "That was the best music played 
at Northwestern. They should have more dances like that. " Sophomore Joel Scholten and Emi ly Kooistra do an SNL 
skit explai ning why they should wi n Ballyhoo. 
Jay Bock won the crowd over 
with hi s peformance as a one-
man-band si ngin g " Pi ck- up 
songs." His act got him both a 
standing ovation and the first 
place prize. 
Alexandra Irwin, Carly Miller and Crystal Woodford did a tap dance 
and got second place. Miller commented, "It was tiring, but lots of 
fun to do." 
Junior Shon Petrey solosonhi! ' 
elecrtic guitar. 
During "In Da CLub"Jordan Fre iborg, Chad De Jager, 
Kyle Osborne, Kendall Stanislav, and Timothy Sprigg 
look on to watch dancers in the circle. 
158 Springfest 
Freshman Timothy Sprigg takes 
his turn in the c ircle and break 
dances. 
Christopher Jacobsen and Jacob Mohr 
work on putting a good mix of song; oo 
fo r all of the 'club-goers' . 
Abov1 
David 
mama' 
Battle of the Mighty Floyd 
David Dykstra , 
Michael TenClay, 
Bruce DeHaan, 
and Kendall 
Huisman paddle 
hard. 
Second place winners Cindy de la Rosa, Tyler Truesdell , David Ten Clay, 
Timothy Truesdell, Justin Scherer, and Megan Coe race to the finish line. 
m his 
Josh ua DeKok, Chad DeJager, and Keith Sietstra 
take the lead and ended up as the first place winners 
recieving $150. 
6o·s roLLershaCino 
\bove: Just like the shirt says, 
viohr David Brey and Daniel Johnston are 
·ene turn out Por 6o·s 
roLLershatino was oreatl i Loued 
eueruone s outPitsl" exclaimed 
~unior Carissa huihen. 
soonomore ericia uan duhe 
added. "it was oreat doino tne 
trains to tne oLd-scnooL music· 
?;S on ]ama's boys. 
Above: Tricia Yan Dyke, Jacob Nessa, Daryn Dockter, Ryan Holt, Thomas 
Pier, and Tyler Cook start the train. 
Right: Kristen 
Maakested and 
Bryce Becker 
enjoy their 
skate around 
the circle. 
Heidi Tonne, Julie 
Eben , Kimberly 
Boersma, Katie 
Hartzell , and Sarah 
Huibregtse had fun 
but worked hard 
together. 
Strutting the 
spandex , 
freshman 
Tracy Brown 
skates with 
R y a n 
Lumley. 
Springfest 159 
Bacca laureate 
Baccalaureate was held in the chapel on Friday, May 7th. The 
service involved student speakers, communion, and music. 
Towards the end of the ceremony, all of the seniors stood around 
the chapel holding a rope as President Murphy and Byron 
Noordewier cut a piece for each senior, symbolizing that it was 
the seniors' time to step out and move on. Senior Jonathan 
Jackson stated , "It was really neat. I enjoyed it a lot." 
The senior class circled the enti re chapel as they waited for their piece of rope to be cut. 
President Murphy washed student 
body president Adam Doughan's 
feet, and after they embraced each 
other for a hug. 
160 Graduation 
served 
communion in 
the front of the 
chapel. 
Senior Nicholas Driscoll was one of lhe 
student speakers and shared a funny sto~ 
relating how he was obsessed with the wore 
"orange" , and how that brought him le 
Orange City, Iowa. 
the 
ory 
ord 
to 
Graciuatioh: Class of 2004 
... a ti~e to celebrate ... 
Gradtuation was held in the RSC on May 8th. The entire gym was full of family and 
friends suppo1ting the graduates. The ceremony included a welcome from President 
Murphy, a prayer from Becky Haas, speeches from Piet Koene, Dr. E1ic Elder, and 
student body president Adam Doughan, and music provided by the Northwestern 
band. Senior Sarah Van Herk stated, "I felt that the ceremony was really meaningful." 
Senior Rebecca Severson agreed and added, "Now it's time for the real world." 
You are eclucatecl. Your certificatioh 
is ih your degree. You may thihk of it 
as the ticket to the goocl I ife. Let me 
ask you to thihk of ah alternative. 
Thihk of it as your ticket to chahge 
the world. 
"' Tom Brokaw 
Graduation 161 
In memo 
Excerpt.from a poem by Megan Hodgin 
As she heads toward the closet 
she realizes it's her ve1y own photo gallel)'·· 
since .fashion isn't a priority anymore. 
Instead of clothes she finds large portions 
of her family, 
a .few memories from various state fairs, 
and even pictures of her bestfi·iendfrom 
Chicago 
that were only taken in her memory because 
film couldn't do justice. 
It's perfect 
Her new home has a piece of everything and 
eve1yone she ever loved ... 
just as a piece of her lives on in all their 
hearts. 
It 's all she wanted and more ... Meagan with friend Megan Hodgin. 
It's Heaven. 
162 Memorial to Meagan 
Meagan and her roonunate Erin Ack/an. 
became very close friends during the year 
The girls on second 
floor Hospers were 
really close and had 
· lots of talks and 
movie nights. Here 
is a picture with ~ 
Anna Wilkinson, 
Ashley Ratl(fj; Erin , 
Ackland, Megan .: 
Hodgin, and Stacey •==~ 
Wilcox during one of 
their get togethers. ~,..._ 
and 
ear. 
In memory of Jeremy Davenport 
"I Can Only Imagine" 
by Mercy Me 
I can only imagine 
What it will be like 
When I walk 
By Your side 
I can only imagine 
What my eyes will see 
When Your face 
Is before me 
I can only imagine 
"Jeremy Davenport was a truly happy 
person , he rarely got discouraged and 
never let any negativity get to him. He 
always had a smile on his face , and 
always made an effort to be someone 
you want to be around . 
Heemstra Hall Misses him dearly." 
Jarod Bock, RA 
As a campus, we wish to offer our prayers for 
their faniilies and friends of Meagan and 
Jeremy, who passed away in 2003. 
Memorial to Jeremy 163 
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• • 
: Every year in a little office in the RSC, the Cornerstone Staff members work to create 
: what they hope is a high quality and enjoyable publication for NWC students-and this 
: year was no different. The yearbook editors and photographers worked year-round to 
: capture the people and events of 2003-2004 in picture and put them on page . 
• 
• 
: This year the staff chose verses from Ecclesiastes 3 as the theme for the yearbook. 
: We've recognized perfect timing in so many things, especially in the changes around 
: campus-from new faces to new events to new buildilngs. It's been a time to build, a 
• 
• time to uproot, a time to celebrate . 
• 
• 
• 
• And for this year's seniors, a time to move on. The yearbook staff wishes you well and 
• 
• hopes this yearbook is a great reminder of your senior year. And to everyone else, the • 
• 
• same: a wonderful look back at a wonderful college year . 
• 
• 
• 
• Hope you enjoyed the book! 
• 
• 
• 
• -Melissa Tagg, Editor 
• 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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170 Yearbook Staff 
SeniorAmelia Odens 
(back) was this year's 
head photographer. 
Junior Liza Tegeler, 
senior Jenny Przymus, 
and junior Matthew 
Austin made up the 
rest of the photography 
staff. 
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HEAD EDITOR 
MELISSA TAGG, SR 
EDITORS 
SPORTS 
KELLI ANDERSON, JR 
FINE ARTS 
JESSICA DORNINK, SR 
FINE ARTS 
BRITNEY VERTANEN, SR 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
MONICA PEARSON, SO 
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Not pictured: junior Kristy Vander Hamm, Candids 
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BEAu;-IFUL 
IN 
ITS 
TIME 
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